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THE PARASTATAL CORPORATION AS .AN ELEMENT IN. THE QUEST FOR

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT; TANZANIA 1967-1972

. Ideological differences between countries affect the method, not
necessarily the fact, of securing national control. The real 'ideolo¬
gical choice is between controlling the economy through domestic pri¬
vate enterprise,; or doing so through some state or other collective
mechanism. But.... it is extremely doubtful whether it is a praticai
choice for an African nationalist. The- prsgmatist in Africa.... will
find that the choice is between.foreign private owneship on the one hand
and collective ownership on the other.... a capitalistic economy means
a foreign controlled economy..... The ohly way in which national control
of the economy can., be achieved is .through the economic institutions of
socialism.

■ 1
- President Julius K. Nyerere

(Parastatals) will be expected to carry out their funtions while
keeping their operating costs as low as possible; administrative and
headquarters expense - whether capital or recurrent - beyond that
essential for efficient operations is both a denial of-our socialist
principles and a luxury Tanzania can ill afford. ... efficiency of
the. parastatal institutions will have to be given'the highest priority.
Every shilling of potential investible surplus needlessly lost by a
parastatal is a shilling less of possible investment or a shilling more
of taxes and price increases. Where the substance of economic manage¬
ment is vested in the state's and the people's institutions, our future
sources of investible funds are those institutions and_activities.

2
— A.ÏÏ. Jamal
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I

A parastatal corporation is defined for purposes of this papier as

a directly productive unit with, a separate legal, financial, commercial
and control structure. Co-operatives and sub-national units - e.g.

District Development Corporations in Tanzania or republic, as opposed to

federal, enterprises in Yugoslavia - fall within this definition but
government departmental operation — e.g. water supply in Tanzania - do

not, even if they are partially self accounting and basically oriented
to sales of services to non-government purchasers, nor do autonomous,
but not directly productive, institutions - e.g. the Institute of Finance
Management in Tanzania. Public sector units include joint ventures if

fifty per cent or more of the equity ownership and fifty per cent or more

of the voting power on the governing body (e.g. Board of Directors) is
owned by one or more public sector bodies.

A special sub-category relatos to business enterprises jointly owned
and controlled with foreign governments e.g. the East African Community

Corporations, other transport joint ventures with Zambia, Kenya-Uganda-

Zambia, or China, and development finance ventures with foreign parasta¬
tal shareholders. These are considered to be parastatlas within the

meaning of the paper if the Tanzania share is ^Cfjo or more or if its part¬
ners are fellow developing countries. However they evidently pose-spe¬

cial issues in respect of objectives and control because of the multi¬
national nature of the public sectors owning them.

Parastatal bodies, as defined, are a common and growing element in

virtually all African, developing, socialist, and seriously social demo¬
cratic politics and, in deed, in a majority of capitalist ones. This

ominpresence tends to make analysis and prescription harder, not easier,
because the goals, roles and meanings of the parastatal sector can, should
and do vary' widely depending on the objectives, level of productive forces,
and dominant mode of production of the economy in which they exist. The

danger of confusion is confounded when - as in Tanzania - all of these

have changed radically and repeatedly in the period since the parastatal
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sector first became significant in the late colonial period. The ra,in

body of this study considers the period since 19^7 when Tanzania began
to implement its commitment to mowing to a socialist mode of production^
in a rapid and consistent manner and to future developments within the

present Tanzanian socio-political goal framework.

II.

Parastatal as noted can serve a variety of goals - some complemen¬

tary, some contradictory, and some relatively neutral to each other.
Among the major ones relevant at some point in Tanzanian history ares

a. serving a basically private directlynproductive sector e.g.

Tanganyika railways and East African Railways and Harbours
prior to 1967;

b. consolidating an economically weak sector which for national
reasons could not be allowed to disintegrate or contract in

terms of purely private enterprise decisions,e.g. the Tanzania
Sisal Corporation;^

c. fill gaps in private initiative in entrepreneurship or finance
within a basically private directly productive sector e.g. the
Tanzania Development Finance Company to 19^75 Tanganyika Pac¬
kers when set up in the 1950's;

d. provide future sources of government revenue, e.g. the acquisi¬
tion of 50$ of Williamson Diamonds prior to independence;

e. increase the domestic share of economic activity and the over¬

all rate of its growth with no clear objectives as to the de¬
gree of economic independence or mode of production sought,e.g.
the Tanganyika Bank of Commerce;

f. perform certain specific services not considered appropriate
to the private sector, e.g. the Bank of Tanzania (central bank)

5
and the 1966 life insurance nationalization proposals;
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g. provide a framework for achieving a dominant national and a dominant

public sector position in the large scale directly productive sub-

sectors^e.g. the 1967 and (subsequent) nationalizations and negotiated

purchases in commerce, finance and insurance, manufacturing, and

petroleum refining and distribution;

h. generate a significant and growing proportion of national .investihle

surplus to allow a more rapid expansion of the economy and/or of
communal consumption with lesser dependence on external finance and
domestic taxation;

i. allow decentralization of public sector ownership to geographic and/or
functional groups, e.g. the District Development Corporations, Dyanza
Industrial Corporation (co-operative union owned), and.(former Co-opera-
tive Bank) ;

j. integrate production orientation into the centre of government decision

making and productive unit planning into the ovarall national develop¬
ment planning process, e.g. the 1969-1972 parastatal capital budget

exercises;

k. promote economic cooperation and efficient joint resource utilization
with neighbouring countries, e.g. the Tanzania-Zambia pipeline, road
transport and railway ventures and the East African Corporations.

these g. through k. are most relevant today b. and c. remain of some si-
g

gnificance in special cases, while d.,e.and f.are subsumed in broader forms
in the later objectives. Even the private sector supporting role has speci¬
fic case relegance so long as there remain significant private productive
subsectors (e.g. small scale .agriculture on an individual basis and private
retail commerce) which require, for example, transport, finance, and whole¬
sale services; however, the parastatals providing these services have now

overtly become a major structural means of controlling and directing the
new secondary and small scale private enterprise units rather than simply
a pseudo neutral means to servicing, and often subsidizing, a dominant

capitalist sector.
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III.

a sketch, of Tanzania's basic political economic goals is important
to provide a framework within which to evaluate the parastatal sector's

progress to date.

1. Attainment of economic independence requires dominantly national

(or multi-national with equal partners) ownership and basically national

staffing at all levels in the directly productive sector combined with

significant national knowledge creation and application capacity in terras
of research and consultancy as well as personnel education institutions.

In a very real sense political and economic independence can be

analyzed in similar terms and interlock with each other. The fact of

nationhood ipso facto creates the formal right to take and to implement

a number of political and economic decisions. The fact of ownership

similarly creates an array of formal economic rights. The degree to .

which either set of formal rights can in fact be exercised depends on

capacity (most critically in terms of knowledge, institutions, and per¬

sonnel but also of domestic resources and control) to reach decisions at
all and to implement them once taken and also on power (economic capacity
absolutely and in relation to preceived necessary levels of expenditure
and internal support for the government'combined with the absence of
actively dangerous hostile internal forces are the most critical) to
enforce décisions and their affectuation.

The critical point about the formal rights - sovereignty and owner¬

ship - is not that they in themselves create the reality of political or
economic independence nor even that they necessarily start a process of
achieving it.Rather it is that without sovereignty neither' political nor
economic independence is possible and without ownership the reality of
both is almost certain to be very limited. Sovereignty and ownership
are necessary - hut not sufficient - conditions for the achievement of

significant degrees of political economic independence.
If ownership is viewed in this way it becomes evident that nationa¬

lization (in the broad sense including citizenization) not only cannot in
itself be a complete strategy for attaining economic independence but
also cannot be evaluated in isolation from either the current economic
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strategic institutional, and political context nor its historical evolu-
9 .

tion.

More generally, if economic independence is a question of degree
and depends ultimately on power and capacity then the achievement of a

viable socio-political system, the creation of national high level
personnel and research/educational capacity, and the expansion of
of national economic size and foreign exchange earnings are at least
as essential to it as direct issues of foreign economic policy and

relationships - public and/or private, macro and micro.
The case for systematic - albeit selective- use of ownership as

a first step toward acheiving affective control rests partly on the
fact that the formal rights flowing from ownership are potentially

significant and partly from the extreme difficulty of envisaging
control in the qbsence of widespread national ownership (with or with¬
out minority foreign partners) under present African conditions.

Generalizations in this field are exceedingly risky, however, it
is relatively safe to assert that the risks of being worse off as a'
result of random purchasing of foreign assets with no very clear set
of criteria or aims are appallingly high. Higher taxes are, for example
a much simpler and safer device if ali that is intended os to increase

government revenue although participation in ownership can inter alia
serve as a means of limiting tax evasion and discovering tax avoidance
loopholes to close.

The most important foreign economic interests in independent Africa
are held by medium and large sized corporations. They are able to de¬
ploy substantial financial, technical, and personnel resources - often
absolutely larger than those available to African states. This hardly
seems to be a situation in which divorce of ownership from control is

practicable - it is one thing to argue that effeotive control of Shell
rests in the hands of its executives not its shareholders'and quite

another to argue that by controls divorced from ownership Tanzania could
have wrested any very detailed leverage over a broad range of management
decisions in relation to Shell (Tanzania) away from the parent company.
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This supposition is strengthened when one observes the extreme difficulty-

even large industrial economies have in exerting control over truly large

corporations and financial markets. Vide the Euro-dollar market and

the problems Canada faces in formulating and implementing an economic

policy significantly independent of US economic events and the wishes,

of US Multi-National Corporations as expressed by their "Canadian"

subsidiaries.

The building of national capacity - whether in respect of finan¬
cial mobilization, technical and research expertise, or high level man¬

power - is rarely if ever in itself an aim of foreign owners. Yet it
is a vital national concern at all levels from individual to govern¬

mental. Because capacity building at the national level depends on a

host of decisions at firm level, it can hardly be enforced bureaucrati-
cally without a host of rules and of skilled personnel. The latter at
least are lacking in Africa and the former alone will prove either in -
effective «3? economically damaging to the foreign firm and the host

economy alike.

Evidently foreign firm and national interests are not identical
but do overlap. Badly formulated and worse administered controls, the
threat of uncompensated takeovers, and the danger of a total loss of
valuable economic relations (which go well beyond returns on the
African investment proper) are a far more discouraging prospect for
a large firm interested in maximizing medium term gains than minority

(or even non) ownership combined with management and technical service

and/or commercial and agency relationships. This setting allows a basis
for negotiations to achieve arrangements which are mutually beneficial
- it by no means guarantees that the actual arrangements will be bene¬
ficial to the African state as Van Arkadie, Harvey, and Griffin have

1 0
demonstrated in more .detail.

There is a strong case for learning by doing and learning from
inside. The initial results of national ownership - total or partial,

public or private - will often be fairly limited. The critical ques¬

tion is not the depth of changes immediately flowing from acquisition,
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but whether a process of broadening control over output, pricing, em¬

ployment, investment, technology, training, and technological decisions
can be set on motion. The historical trend and its projection are essen-

11
tial to evaluating any snapshot of the situation at one point in time.
The Tanzanian experience since 1967 - while by no means uniformaly satis¬

factory - provides a number of examples of ownership leading to a high

degree of effective control and to firm policies conducive to enhancing
national power and capacity which would otherwise have been most unlikely.
The National Bank of Commerce - Tanzania Investment Bank - Rural Develop¬

ment Bank - National Insurance Corporation complex of financial institu¬

tions, the National Milling Corporation and the TIPER oil refinery in

processing, the Kilomhero Sugar Company and the Tanzania Sisal Corpora¬
tion in agriculture and Tanganyika Portland Cement in manufacturing are

among the more outstanding cases on the plus side of the ledger.
The widespread criticism of certain types of arrangements and cer¬

tain units - e.g. MECCO, the publicly owned construction company, and
the Kilimanjaro Hotel to oite two cases the Tanzania press (itself much
more active, analytical, and critical since the nationalization of The
Tanzania Standard)has brought into the realm of public knowledge - is
as much evidence of determination to correct and learn from mistakes

and to build on what has been achieved as of a high level of individual
absolute failures - let alone of failure to make any significant overall

gains from ownership. Prom the sketchy data available it does not appear

that Tanzanian management contracts, evaluation of promoter proposals,
procedures for selecting suppliers and partners, training programmes and
related proposals are worse than is typical of other African or develop¬

ing economy situations - quite the reverse. It is, indeed, the existing
degree of success which has given rise to many of the more reasoned
demands that additional gains mrst be made.

Foe example nothing raises the level of concern with re-evaluating
existing arrangements as much as the successful negotiation of markedly
better terms in a new hut similar situation. The best past preformance

tends to become the initial benchmark from which to measure the success
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of present negotiations and reorganizations. Por that matter it is
the process of detailed analysis leading to the partial gains which

provides or inspires much of the more impatient studies rightly point¬

ing out how'much remains to he accomplished and, perhaps less realis¬

tically, demanding why it was not accomplished yesterday.
2. Transtion to a socialist mode of production is evidently impossi¬

ble without a parallel pursuit of economic independence, while equally
it seems doubtful that capitalist development in Africa can be African

development of Africa. However, its adoption as a goal in Tanzania

clearly rules, out a parastatal sector designed either to create a

managerial capitalist pattern or to build up the national private
sector sc that it could ultimately buy out parastatals. Similarly
it means that co-operative, ujamaa village, and decentralized corporate
public sector productive units are to receive priority services and
support from the. larger parastatals not the citizen private sectors
i.e. that financial institutions are not to consider assisting the

emergence of a growing African small and middle business class as a

priority, indeed that they are to allocate credit in a. .way .ensuring,
that this does not occur. -,

While it can be argued that.egalitarian income distribution,

decentralization, and participation are integral elements of socialism -

certainly trie Tanzania African National Union and its leadership have
so interpreted socialism - they are not always very evident in transi¬

tions to socialism, and are stated objectives in other political systems
than socialist ones, and are therefore treated as separate goals.
Operationally it is fairly clear that a socialist mode of production
defined in terms of public sector ownership of major means of produc¬
tion and large scale productive units is attainable both more rapidly
and more readily than effective narrowing of wage-salary, urban-rural,
and regional income,distribution gaps or decentralization of decision
making and implementation within a coherent national framework and
much more: so than creating effective operational public participation
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in decision making in all political, funtional and economic units. 'The

very evident danger is that of autonomous, manager controlled, economi¬

cally inefficient units basically beyond effective national control ovqi

operations and contributing to increasing income inequality in the inte-
1 2

rests of all their employees , but especially their salariat, thus ra-
1 3

creating the foreign corporation enclave elite pattern rather than

overcoming it.

Whether a socialist system also calls for totally different manage¬

rial and institutional approaches is a more complex question. It is
fallacious to assume that any management in any setting acts to maximize
one goal or is able to act free from any social and political constraints
the short run profit maximizing capitalist firm and the target unit out¬

put (whether usable or not and at whatever real cost) socialist sstate

enterprise are, at best, gross over simplifications usable only for limi¬
ted pedagogical purposes and, at worst, quite vulgar parodies which pre¬

vent comprehension of genuine areas of similarity and of divergence.

Capitalist oriented managers (including citizens) will tend to place
too high an emphasis on profit and too low a premium on worker partici¬

pation; managers with little experience in a planned economy using price
intervention (including taxation and interest rates) as a major control
and evaluation tool will tend to under-estimate the importance of inves-

tible surplus and of acceptability of output to consumers; personnel
from or trained in a oontinental economy with very large absolute demand
relative to any one plant's capacity and very marginal foreign trade will
tend to under-rate the importance of economic feasibility and viability
studies and of foreign exchange gains and costs.

3. A rapid growth of the level of productive forces ("sa'y 6-7$). requires
that parastatal investment taken as a whole yields a high.(say 20$.pre tax
and preferably rising, rate of investible surplus in relation to assets
employed. Therefore, only a limited proportion of investment can be in

enterprises justified on other grounds (whether general social, spread
effects, regional equalization, foreign exchange, etc.) but not generating
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adequate investible surpluses. This is especially critical in a very

poor country like Tanzania in which almost any employee and a majority
of customers of a parastatal will enjoy an income significantly above
the national average and in which further significant revenue boosting
tax measures will (because the Tanzanian tax system is already highly

progressive) probably have worse equality implications than deliberate
increases in parastatal margins. The same principle holds for cross

subsidization within a parastatal; only if the other (charged) customers
are a logical group to assist the subsidized ones and the particular

subsidy meets a priority need is this a more desirable form of income
redistribution than a budgetory subsidy e;g; in the Tanzanian context
consumer water rates are probably an appropriate example, large scale

milling subsidization between different oereals is probably not if only,'
because almost all the consumers have above average incomes.

On a macro level this goal also implies a need to raise the share
of directly productive investment to at least 5of the total - a goal
in many cases (including Tanzania ) requiring more energetic and imagi¬
native approaches to identifying, evaluating, and implementing invest¬
ment opportunities by the parastatal sector including channelling insti¬
tutions (e.g. Rural Development Bank, Development Finance Company) and
smaller units (e.g. District Development Corporations). One danger
here is that many resource' transferors, technicians and managers - in¬

cluding capitalist ones - take very little interest in producing unit
investible surplus attainment if this does not directly affect them
whether through equity or a payment by results (e.g. a profit sharing

management agreement pattern) scheme.

4• Development' - economic as well as political economic - requires
14

structural change and the acceptance of this fact as a goal logi¬

cally requires that at the macro parastatal sectoral allocation level,
and in a different sense at the firm technological and input choice level
decisions be made within a reference frame giving weight to forward and
backward linkage effects especially qs they pertain to products whose
demand will increase rapidly with economic growth and change. This may
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be fairly straightforward conceptually but especially in the case of

technological choices is highly complex at the micro level, e.g.' the
use of small ice houses and van cooled by ice could both increases the

local content of a national cold chain operation and provide a stimulus

to certain modest capital and engineering sector expansion in Tanzania,,
but would make greater demands on high and middle level technical per¬
sonnel and - probably - lower the rate of investible surplus attained

with a more standard industrial economy technology based system,
5« Structural alterations in international trade levels and makeup

are equally critical for development and their acceptance as a goal

virtually requires computing a complete foreign exchange budget (in¬
cluding major input and output related indirect ones) for each major

parastatal and for the sector as a whole. This is not a field in which

parastatal/managerial personnel appear to show comprhensive skill as

their calculations have a woeful tendency to be incomplete (both on

indirect effects and on capital account) and to fail to discount future
1 5

years' results adequately. Again the question of technological choice
arises - at least if reasonably efficient, locally produceable or low
capital cost technology, which caja be used given Tanzania level of
human productive skills, exists (as opposed to standard modern indust¬
rial technology) in any particular case. Textiles and sisal twine ap¬

pear to be cases in point - the lower capital cost mills have better over
all foreign balance results and(throueu this is by no means a necessary

corollary) far better investible surplus generation records than more

"modern" industrial economy technology based parallels.
6. Egalitarian income distribution policies — even among geographic

regions and more so among different skill levels and types - form a

group of goals not plausibly handled promarily at micro para,st tal
16

letfel. Both restraints, e.g. on wages, salaries, fringe benefits
and their growth, and incentives e.g. via interest rate subsidization
or infrastructural bonuses are best operated centrally. In part this
conclusion arises from the fact that the problem is well beyond the
effective control of any single parastatal, and a variety of indepen¬
dent actions is unlikely to achieve uniformity or effectiveness and
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also much broader than the public directly productive sector as a whole.
Incomes and location policy,however, are very hard to implement without
undue delay and friction unless firms understand and accept them in an

operational sense. Foreign firms and personnel are likely to raise diffi¬
culties - they do normally pay wages and salaries well above normal do¬
mestic levels in poor countries and much prefer to locate, on "technical"

and "cost minimization" grounds without direct control or market mecha-
17

nism intervention. If they succeed in evading or over-riding controls
the danger of a labour aristocracy cum geographic enclaved aristocracy

pattern emerging is a real one.

Effective incorporation of the forgoing goals in parastatal analysis

requires systematic "cost-henefit" or "budgetary" presentations in terms
of each goal, or subgoal e.g. net investible surplus, linkage impact,

foreign exchange constrainst relaxation, regional income distribution
pattern both for each major project and for each significant variant
formulation of a project. Such accounting presentations with enough
detail and accuracy to help guide judgements and influence final decisions
are perfedtly feasible to produce - assuming basic feasibility and via¬

bility analysis and management accounting data are characteristics of
the parastatal sector as they self evidently should be - even on a dis¬
counted ten year projection basis. However, they are rather tedious to

prepare and in the absence of a clear priority for achieving some quanti¬
tative estimates as to whether projects meet minimum targets for each
relevant goal indicator and as to how non-disqualified ones compare with
each other, they will not be followed through e.g. a workable and tested
format has existed in Tanzania for two years but is still far from rou¬

tinely or universally used.

7. Decentralization combined with growing, effective, mass participa¬

tion in decision making poses very serious problems for utilizing foreign
or foreign trained factors other than finance. Whatever other common

factors managers, technocrats, policy advisors, firms and state corpora¬

tions, and - in a. sense - advanced technological and administrative
methods per se may share, the vast majority are overtly or subliminally
elitist. At present this generalization must apply to Tanzanian re¬

sources with only somewhat lesser intensity. To create a national out¬
look and behaviour pattern is a major task exacerbated by the need to
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limit the intrusive and spread effects of imported ones.

The stumbling block is not decentralization; that is increasingly
a universal administrative and technological dogma but in the specific
sense of artidulated, hierarchical (albeit with two way communication),
downward delegated decentralization. This is valuable - especially as

African states in general and Tanzania in particular have shown somewhat

alarming, if historically understandable tendencies, to centralize far
more than their colonial predecessors even when this gravely delayed or

permanently prevented action and diverted concentrated attention from

key to policy question which did need central decision taken. Only with

decentralization can full use of resources outside ^he centres be mh'de
and the centres freed to concentrate on goal - strategy - policy frames
and the limited number of individual decisions whose macro impact is so

great as to require detailed scrutiny and testing against possible accep¬

table priority, allocation, and sequence patterns. In pratice this is

something a competent management consultant - even a foreign one - is
rather good at working out - too good at times since as adumbrated by
consultants the decentralization usually requires quite traumatic initial

changes which run the risk either of the centres collapsing from under-

manning before they secure replacements and adjust their focus or the
decentralized structure becoming discredited before it builds up adequate

personnel and modi-operandi, otitlooks, and institutional experience to
carry out its intended functions.

Excessive decentralization to parustatal units ^.t the cost of effec¬
tive coordination of national goals ud meaningful central planning is
a real danger. This model of a parastatal - government relationship is

presumably that of ERI or ENI to the Itzlian government where it would
take a brave man to assert the latter always exerted more effective in¬
fluence over the decisions of the former than vice versa. Similar ten¬

dencies toward autarchic directly productive unit autonomy (even with

fragmentai mass participation in unit decisions) have recurrently appeared
and posed serious, and as yet far from resolved, problems in Yugoslavia.

However, managers and management consultants - even when paying lip
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service as whole and gusnuine attention to certain two way communication

aspects - are exceedingly unlikely to advise effectively on mass partici¬

pation in decision taking even when directed to do so. 'Their declension

of the verb to participate is all too often Gaullist "You, he,she, we,
18

you, they participate, I decide." Unfortunately this maximizes the
costs and dangers of introducing genuine participation - workers and

peasants accused of misusing participation schemes because they misunder¬

stand them often understand only too well that the schemes are shams and

that their only use to them will be whatever side concessions they can

win by being generally obstructive within the deliberately distorted

pseudo-participatory mechanism. Similarly, simple disbelief in e.g.

Workers councils' possible uses and relevances by senior personnel gravely

impedes adjustments of attitudes, approaches, out-looks, and relationships
required not only hy managers, bureaucrats, and technicians but also by
the newly participating workers. Even where the process is genuinely -
but grudgingly - accepted the pace set may be so glacial as to cause the

opposite danger of failure to that accompanying traumatic shifts, dis¬

crediting by failure to lead to initial perceivable real changes and

tangible desired results within an acceptable "trial" period e.g. 18-24
months may well be the normal maximum for workers councils.

8. Efficiency - in terms of progress toward national objectives at
the lowest attainable unit cost - is a critical goal for a parast.'-tal
sector intended to serve as a major tool of transition to socialism. An

inefficient, loss ridden public directly productive sector is a luxury
which can be afforded (if at all) only when it is primarily designed to
serve a growth and surplus generating provate sector much larger than it¬
self and/or bail out selected declining sub-sectors (including their ex-

owners as well as their workers and linkage dependent units) and when it
exists in a relatively wealthy country.

Waste is not a socialist objectives; efficiency can be measured (and
quantified) in terms of progress toward any chosen goal which can itself
be defined with enough precision to be operational. True, trade offs
between or among different policies which have divergent efficiencies in
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respect of partially competitive goals do require political economic

decisions - in major cases at political level. But that statement

also means they should he made on the basis of analysed efficiency in

terms of these goals, e.g. a price policy which deters a low income

rural sub sector from raising output (thus doubly depressing its in¬

come), encouranges higher (relative both to the producers and the
national average) income consumption of an amenity good (even if a

desirable one), wipes out the investible surplus of a major pcrastatal
and seriously erodes historic export earnings and their potential for

rapid expansion has fairly evident claims to being absolutely ineffi¬
cient unless viewed uniquely from the short term urban consumer view¬

point. To the extent that relevant efficiency increases (whether in
investible surpluses or some other goal index) can be built into effec¬
tive constrainst or incentive patterns for foreign resources no pro¬

blem need arise, but this is rarely done in a thorough or systematic
manner whether by m .rket price manipulation, carefully designed
direct controls, or incentives, or a package combining the two

approaches. IV

The first ph.se of serious parastatal activity in Tanzania

began after the Second World War as part of the United Kingdom's
"late colonial jjeriod" attempts to bolster overseas economies and its
own balance of payments by increasing'export production. The best
known of these ventures - the Tanganyika Groundnut Scheme - was.

hardly a hopeful omen combining as it did public funds to follow
risk free sector advice (UAC) into a muddled copy of a successful and

superficially similar operation (Sudan Gezira Board). The remnants
of the groundnut scheme formed the basis for the first in a s-eries

of agricultural credit and operating parastatals with loans to (ini-
20

tially largely settler) farmers and ranching replacing oilseeds.
More successful were the merger of the Tanganyika^ government

rail and harbour end posts and telecommunications departments with
the Kenya-Uganda joint authorities in these fields to create the East
African Railways end Harbours and Posts and Telecommunications
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administrations which, while not formally given corporate status until
the Treaty for East African Co-operation in 1967, were de facto in¬

dependent parastatals. These were later joined "by the East African

Airways Corporations to create a. basically parastatal and multinatio¬
nal rail, harbour, and scheduled air service sector.

Promotion of exports led the colonial government into partici¬

pating in the founding of Tanganyika Packers jointly with Liebig and

acquiring shares in, and participating with the Oppenheimer group in

the expansion of, Williamson's Diamonds. Ifore generally industrial
and agricultural development corporations were set up to raise the

overall level of investment, albeit they failed to acheive'the impact
of the Uganda Development Corporation. A partial stake in the power

company (TMESCO) was also acquired but it remained controlled and

managed by the private sector (Kenya) East African Power and Lighting.

Marketing boards were created to facilitate orderly selling and
in some, cases (e.g. cotton, cashew nuts, cereals) to operate price
stabilization reserves. By and large their soiling and stabilization

operations were reasonably successful but their internal collection

system - increasingly tied to that of co-operatives has often proved
to be rather high cost, especially for cereals. The Tanganyikan
boards have never been used as major sources of revenue generation and
have played fairly limited roles in capital formation, providing

storage and grading facilities and minor road and research grants

plus, in the rather atypical case of the Lint and Seed Beard,. loans
to the co-operative federation handling 90$ °f the crop to extend its
activities into ginning, oil extraction, and margarine and textile
manufacture. Reserves have either been invested in government paper

or - especially in the case of the national Agricultural Products
Board in much more recent years - in produoe stocks.

TABU viewed the degre_ of government intervention as inadequate
both because of its commitments to Tanzanian ownership of the economy

and to socialism (a commitment not very clearly spelled out until 1966-
67) and because it saw the colonial development strategy as too small,
too limited,and too much in the service of settler and foreign company
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TABLE 1.

CROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT MD SOME ALLIED AGGREGATES

(Shs. pillion)
AT CURRENT PRICES 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969. 1970

1 . Gross domestic
product at f.c. 5594 5671 6518 6792 7205 7554 8189

»«•

2. Gross domestic pro¬
duct at m.p. 6030 614O 7046 7400 7897 8365 9153

3. Gross national pro¬
duct at f.c.

. , 5518 5597 6381 6698 7172 7521 8139
4. Gross national pro¬

duct at m.p. 5954 6066 69O.9 7306 7864 8332 9103

5. Ret national pro¬
duct at f.c. 5220 5275 6013 6282 6711 7055 7645

6. Ret national pro¬
duct at m.p. 5656 5744 6541 6890 7403 7866 8609

7. Gross capital
formation 767 896 1102 1351 1412 1307 2047

8. Private final con-'
sumption expenditure

4363 4458 5284 5238 5789 5938 6363
9. Saving 695 596 698 914 * 798 837 1050
AT 1966 PRICES
10. Gross domestic

product at f.c. 6^Q 7m 7338 77^0
11. Gross capital

formation 807 935 1102 1290 1.365 1246 I84O."
MONETARY"ECONOMY ORLY '
(at current prices) ■■■•-■

12. GDP at f.c. 3824 3845 4464 4688 4991 5335 5834" -

13. Gross capital formation
574 693 920 1125 1198 1123 1859

MONETARY ECONOMY ORLY

(at 1966 prices)
14. GDP at f.c. 3765 3901 4464 4699 4982 5203 5552.
15. Gross capital . - . .

formation 598 718 920 1070 1165 1075 Í668

PER CAPITA GDP at f.c.
16. At current piices (Shs.)

505.8 500.3 561.0 570.3 589.1 601.4 634.8
17. At 1966 prices

(shs.) 508.1 509.3 561 .0 573.1 586.5 584.2 601 .6
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TABLE 2

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR
BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN •

(percentage)
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

1.Agriculture, hunting,
forestry and. fishing

49.9 45-8 45-3 0C\J^i- 41.3 40.7 40.3
2.Mining and. quarrying

2.4 2-5 2.8 2.9 1.9 2.3 1.8
3.Manufacturing and

handicrafts 6.6 7.6 8.1 8.7 9.0 9.6 9-7
4.Electricity and

water supply 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.9 1 .0 1.0 1.0
5.Construction 3.0 3.2 3.4 4.6 4.5 4.2 5.1
6.Wholesale and

retail trade
and restaurants
and hotels . . 0

11.0 12.4 12.7 12.7 13.5 13.5 13.5

7.Transport, storage
and communications

6.2 6.8 7.4 7.9 8.6 8.8 8.5
8.Finance, insurance,

real estate and Busi¬
ness services

y • 2 10.3 9-5 10.7 10.5 10.6 10.3
' " "

9.Public administration
and other services

10.6 11.4 10.6 11.0 10.9 10.8 11.1

10.Less imputed bank
service charges _ r „ 00 • 0 • 0 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.3 .V-

11.G.D.P. at
factor cost 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0000 100.0 Or • 0

Subsistence Production

12.Agriculture, hunting, 24.0 24.0 23.8 23.2 22.8 21.6 21/1
forestry and fishing

13.Construction 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

14.Owner-occupied
dwellings 6.9 7.4 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.0 6.8

15.Total subsistence
product ion 31.7 32.2 31.5 •

■0 . 3.O..7- 29.4 ' 28.7
16.Total production in

the monetary economy 68.3 67.8 68.5 69.O 69.3 70.6 71.3
17.Total production 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 00 000• .0
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CAPITAL FORMATION BY TYPE OF ASSET

(Shs, Million)
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Buildings

1. Residential 36 50 60 78 83 89 113
2. Rural own-

acoount resi¬
dential 101 110 118 124 133 137 146

3. Ron-resi¬
dential 114 • 134 - 129- 173 186 160 259

4. Total building,3251 294 307 375 402 386 518
Others Works

5. Land im¬
provement 44 9 12 7 18 30

6. Roads, ferries
and bridges „

25

7 « Rater supplie^
Ô. Other works 56
9. Total other ,,106works

29 55 70 95 160
■

158

23 23 31 37 46 55

51 76 20C 187 98 315

107 163 313 326 322 558

Equipment
10. Transport

equipment 102- I-I-9 229 208 223 168 253

11. Other equip¬
ment 169 225 260 325 329 318 594

12'
344 489 533 552 486 847

Other

13. Dairy a$d
breeding cattle

46 44 32 50 38 23 24

14. Fixed capital
formation 674 789 991 1271 1318 1217 1947

15. Increase in
stocks 93 107 111 80 94 90 100

16. Capital
formation J6J 896 1102 1351 1412 1307 2047

Of which, non-monetaf.y
17. Rural own-account

residential 101 110 118 1 .1 24' 133 137 146
18. Dairy and breeding

cattle 46 44 32 50 38 23 24
19.Increase in stock

(cattle) 46 49 32 52 43 24 18
20. Total non-monetary193 203 182 226 214 —^ CO A- 00 00
21. Monetary 574 693 0OJO-s 1125 1198 1123 1859
22. Monetary and

non-monetary 767 896 1102 1351 1412 1307 2047
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TABLE 4 #

FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION BY INDUSTRY

(Shs. Million) •

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
1. Agriculture 111 123 . 110... 112 124

2. Mining '16' 16 10 18 31

3. Manufacturing 156 185 222 170 319

4. Construction 28 38 23 31 44

5. Electricity and water supply 56 77 89 107 110

6. Wholesale and retail trade 16 30 25 27 78

T. Transport and communications330 493 505 390 796
8. Government administration ^5 70 86 84 138

9- Service (incl. -real estate) 105 115. ■ 115 1.41 161

10 . Own-account rural construc¬
tion 118" "124 133 137 146

11 . Fixed capital formation 991 1271 1318 1217 1947
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CURRENT account of PARASTRTRL ENTERPRISES
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(Shs. Million)

RECEIPTS 19 6 6 19 6 7 19 6 8 19 6 9 19 7 0

1. Sales income 1,281.2 1,774.3 2,140.6 2,356.5 3,040.5

2. Subsidies from government 3.5 2.3 3.1 0.6 14.2

3. Other operating income 23.2 30.7 45-4 67.1 70.6

4- Increase in stocks 15.1 4-2 36.7 33.7 75-5

Totals receipts
1,323.0 1,803.1 2,225.8 2,457.9 3,200.

EXPENDITURE

5. Nages and salaries 100.1

6. Interest paid on borrowed

capital 17-9

7. Rent 2.1

8. Depreciation provision 31.3

9. Miscellaneous purchases 1,084.7
10. Net operating profit 86.9

Total expenditure 1,323.0

162.5

36.7

3.8

51.7

1,342.4

206.0

237.6

63.7

5.8
81.6

1,704.9

132.2

282.6

69.7

4.2

88.0

1,851.4
162.0

340.2

103.2

9.1

110.9

2,525.9
111.5

1,803.1 2,225•< 2,457-9 3,200.8
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APPRORIATION ACCOUNT OP PARASTATAL ENTERPRISES
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Shs. MiI14#!l)

RLCEIPTS

1. Net operating profit

2. Interest and dividends

3. Rent received

19 6 6

86.9
31 .4

3.3

19 6 7

206.0

124.3

5. 6

19 6 8

132.2

123.8

6.8

19 69

162.0

139.0

6.8

19 7 0

711.5

157.6
8.8

1 9 7 1

Total receipts 121 .6 335-9 262.8- 307. i 277.9 393.5

EXPENDITURE

4. Corporation tax

5. Profit distributed

6. Retained profits

50.0

22.1

49-5

121.6

152.

119.9

63.2

335-9

113.9

27.0

121 .9

262.8

149.3

39.5

1 19.0

307.8

137.4

20.3

120.2

277.9

(155.2)
(35.5)
202.8

393.5

* «
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.CCOTJHT OP PARASTATAL EÏÏTERPRISES
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(Shs. Million)

Receipts

1. Retained profits
2. Depreciation provision /s

3. Loans from Tanzania Government

4. Grants from Tanzania Government
5. Loans from abroad
6. Grants from abroad

7. Local borrowing
8. Other sources and cash balances

Total receipts

19^6

49-5
31.3
4.7

8.1
8.0
0.8
6.9
36.2

9 6
63.2
51.7
55.0

18.8
24.2
0.7
62.7
95-5

1 9 6

121.9
81.6
46.2

52.2
126.2
0.8
76.7
4.8

(2)

19 69

119-0
88.0
33-7

32.2
24.0
14-4
97-6
104.7

19 7 0 19 7 1

202.8
133.5

95

60

375
40

145-5 371 510.4 514.2 699.8 905

Expenditure
9. Lend and land improvement
10. Residential buildings
11. ÏTcn-residential buildings
12. Other works
13. Transport equipment
14» Other machinery and equipments

4.2
8.6
14.7
26.6
3.6

44.O

4-3
10.9
35-8
142.8
19.4
47.3

0.4
12.6
71.4
98.0
4.5
92.2

2.8
18.1
48.4
23.6
12.6
47.4

4.7
32.0
74- 6
27.1
19.5
198.3

Fixed Capital Formation 101.7 260.5 279.1 152.9 356.2 420

15. Increase in Stocks 15.19 -4-2 36.7 33.7 75.5 345

Capital formation 116.8 256.3 315.8 186.6 431.7 765
16. Ret acquisition of financial assets 28.7 115.5 194.6 327.6 268.1 140

Total expenditure 145.5 371.8 510.4 414.2 699.8 905

(ï) 1967 and 1968 gigures of NDC borrowing from government include over Shs. 40 million in respect of British American Tobacco
and Metal Box deferred share purchase payments which were not treated in government accounts as a loan to KDC. There are
a few other differences of a similar nature between the figures of loans/grants received by paraste.tals from government
.s obtained from the accounts of parastatal organisations and as presented in the government budget documents making it
difficult to tally their aggregates at the receiving and paying ends.

2) The Tanzania» sh.re of loans received from abraod by Tanzania—Zambia Pipelines also similarly vary in the parastatal accounts
and the government accounts. (3) Excluding TAZARa.



Agri¬
culture

Mining

TABLE 8:
ACCOUNTS OF PARASTATAL ENTERPRISES - 1966 (shs.Million)
Manufac- Elec- Cons-

turing tricity truor
tion

Commerce Trans¬

port
Finance
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Real
Estate Services
Business
Services

CJRBENT ACCOUNT
Receipts

Total

5.
6.

Profit distributed -

Retained profits -1.0 28.3
12.7
3.7

7.3
9-4

1.6
-0.6

0.5
14.0

Total exnpndit 25.9 19.7 2.2 -2.2 15.8

1. Sales Income 25.6 97.7 294.2 54.» 46.8 753.4 6.7 - 2.8 — ip CO • ro
2. Subsidies from

government - - - 1.7 - - - - - - 1.8 3.5
3. OthBr operating

income 2.0 - 0.1 - - 18.3 2.1 - 0.7 23.2
4. Increase in stocks-0.2 22.9 -8.0 1.4 — -1 .C - - 15.1

Total receipts 27.4 120.6 286.3 57.1 46.8 770.7 8.8 - 5.3 1,323.0

Expen c. iture
3. Wi ges and salaries 12.1 26.2 23.2 12.5 12.9 6.7 4.4 - 2.1 100.1
6. Interest paid on

berrowed capital 1.5 - 2.5 4-4 0.2 3.5 5.8 - - 17.9
7. Rent 0.2 - 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.7 - 0.1 2.1
8. Depreciation pro¬

vision 5.1 5.1 6.9 9.3 2.4 1.8 0.5 - 0.2 31.3
9. Miscellaneous pur¬

chases 6.7 31 .3 228.3 11.4 31.5 765.3 6.8 - 3.4 1,084.7
10. Ret operating

profit 1.8 58.0 24.8 19.4 -0.4 -6.8 -9.4 —

I

1 0
1

86.9
Total expenditure 27.4 1 20.6 286.3 57.1 46.8 770.7 8.8 - 5.3 1.323.0

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT

Receipts
1. Net operating

profit 1.8 58.0 24.8 19.4 -0.4 -6.8 -9.4 - -0.5 86.9
2. Interests and

dividends 0.1 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.4 4.9 24.9 - - 31.4
3. Rent received 0.1 - - — 2.2 0.6 0.3 - 0.1 3.3

Total receipts 2.0 59.0 25.5 19.7 2.2 -2.2 15.8 - -0.4 121 .6
Expenditure
4. Corporation tax 3.0 30.7 9.1 3.0 1.2 1.7 1.3 - - 50.c

-C-4

-0.4

22.1

49.9

121 .6
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Agri¬
culture

Min¬

ing
Manu- Elec-
fact- tri-

uring city

Con- Com—
struo- merce

tion

Trans- Fina-

port nee

CAPITAL ACCOUNT
Receipts

Real Servi-
Estate ces

Busi¬
ness

Ser¬

vices

Total

1. Retained profits -1.0 28.3 3.7 9.4 -0.6 -3.9 - 14.0 - -0.4 49.5
2. Depreciation provision 5.1 5.1 6.9 9.3 2.4 .1.8 - 0.5 — 0.2 31.3
3. Loans from Tanzania Government - — 1.0 0.7 — 0.2 - 2.8 — — 4.7
4. Grants from Tanzania Government - - - — 6.9 - - - — 1 .2 8.1
3. Loans from abroad - . - 5.8 - 2*2 — - — - - 8.0
6. Grants from abroad - _ - - - - - - - 0.8 0.8
7. Local borrowing 0.6 - 3.5 2.6 - 0.2 - - - - 6.9
8. Other sources and cash balances 0.5 *5.6 5.3 13.1 1.9 7.4 15.0 -0.8 — -0.6 36.2

Total Receipts 5.2 27.8 26.2 35.1 1.2.8 5.6 15.0 16.5 — 1.2 145.5

Expenditure
9. Land and land improvement 3.5 - 0.7 - - - - - - - 4.2
I0. Residential buildings 0.5 1.8 2.5 - 2.3 0.9 - 0.3 - 0.3 8.6
11. Non—residential buildings 0.3 0.5 9.5 3.0 - 2.2 - -0.9 - 0.1 14.7
! 2. Other works 0.1 0.5 0.7 9.4 .0.2 0.2 15.0 - - 0.5 26.6
I 3. Transport equipments C.7 — 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.3 - -0.1 — 0.2 3.o
I 4. Other machinery and equipments C .3 2.1 19.3 20.5 1.0 0.6 - 0.1 - 0.1 44.0

Fixed capital formation 5.4 4.9 34.1 33.7 3.8 4.2 15.0 -0.6 — 1.2 101.7
15. Increase in stooks -0.2 22.9 -8.0 1.4 — 1.C - — — — 15.1

Capital formation 5.2 27.8 26.1 35.1 3.8 3.2 15.0 —í.. 6 — 1.2 116.8
16. Net acquisition of financial assets - « 0.1 9.0 2.5 - 1.7.1 — — 28.7

Total expenditure _,v îA... 27.8 26.2 35.1 12.8 5.7 15.0 16.5 - 1.2 145..5

• » •



Agri¬
culture

TABLE 9

ACCOUNTS OF PARASTàTAL ENTERPRISES - 1970 (Shs, Million)
Electri- Construe- Com., erce Trans-
city tion portMining Manufac¬

turing
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Finance Real Services
Estate
Business
Services

Dotal

CURRENT ACCOUNT
Receipts
1. Sales income
2. Subsidies from

government
3. Other operating

income

4. Increase in stocks
Total receipts

105.6

Q.6
3.0

120.8

-4.5

792.8

2.5
-4-4

77-8

2.2

60.3

0.1
- 0.6

1667.4

7.2

27.6
82.0

110.5

36.5

99.1

0.5

1.2

0.4

5.0

7.0

0.2

3040.5

14.2

in <

75-5

109 y2 116.3 790.9 80.0 1784.2 147.0 1.6 12.2 3200.8

Expenditure
5. Wages and salaries
6. Interest paid on

borrowed capital
7. Rent

55.8

3.9
0.1

29.6

0.1

94.3

25.8
1.3

16.7

5.7
0.4

12.4

0.6
0.2

52.5

18.2
3.2

33-4

16.6
1.1

41.0

32.1
2.5

0.6

0.1

3.9

0.3
0.1

340.2

103.2
9.1

8. Depreciation pro¬
vision 14.3 10.3 32.4 13.9 2.9 11.6 23.0 2.3 0.2 110.9

9. Miscellaneous pur¬
chases

10. Net operating profit
40.5
-5.4

29.1
47-2

579.1
58.0

15.5
27.8

44.8
-1.1

1698.5
0.2

30.8
42.1

80.2
-58.5

0.7
0.2

6.7
1.0

2525.9
111.5

XXX Total expenditure 109.2 116.3 790.9 80.0 59.8 1784.2 147.0 99.6 1.6 1 2. 2 3200.8

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT
Receipts
1. "Net operating profit -5 4 47-2 58.0 27.8 -1.1 0.2 42.1 -58.5 - 0.2 "1_0 111.5
2. Interest and dividends 0.1 0.5 1.4 0.4 1.2 6.4 2.2 145.1 — 0.3 157.6
3. Rent received 0»1 - 0.8 0.1 4.5 1.2 0.1 2.0 - - 8.3

Total receipts -9.2 47.7 60.2 28.3 4.6 7.8 44.4 88.6 0.2 1.3 277.9
Expenditure

4. Corporation tax 1.4 33.6 50.5 15.4 — 3.0 4.4 28.9 0.2 137.4
5. Profit distrubuted
6. Retained profits -6, 6

0.6
13.5

14.2
-4.5 12.9 +4.6

1.3
3.5

4.2
35.8 59.7

-

1.3
20.3

120.2
Total expenditure -5.2 47.7 60.2 28.3 4.6 7.8 44.4 88.6 0.2 1.3 277.9

Includes National Housing Corporation

* 1
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AoCOUNTS OF PARAS i'ATAL jUITTERPRISuS — 1970 ~ continued

Agricul¬
ture

CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Mining Manufac¬

turing
Electricity Construc¬

tion

(Shs. Million)
Commerce Trans¬

port
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Finance Real
Estate
Business
Services

Services. Total

1. Retained, prof its . -r6.62. Depreciation provision 13.5 -4.5 12.9 4.6 3-5 35.8 59.7 -

1.3 120.2

14.3
3. Loans from Tanzania

10.3 32.4 13.9 2.9 11.6 23.0 2.3 - 0.2 110.9
government 4.0

4. Grants from Tanzania

— 2.5 - - 4.0 - 25.4 - tj-j.i /7.6
government -

5. Loans from abroad -

C. Grants from abroad -
2.1

0.6
9-2 11.1

16.0
0.4
0.2

-

16.7

85.1
0.9

6 43.2 144.9
23.7
16.9

275.5
7. Local borrowing -13.6
3. Othei sources and

— 18.1 - -1.6 70.3 175.1 - - -

cash balances -11.0 -20.2 136.8 -10.3 1.8 58.7 -45.1 180.0 - -0.6 69.9
Total receipts 14.3 5-7 195.1 27.6 24.3 148.1 30.4 168.5 85.8 699.8
Err enditure

9. Lend improvement 2.5
10. Iesidential

— 0.3 - - 0.3 1.5 - - 0.1 4-7

building 0.4
11. Ion-residential

0.4 3.5 1.2 21.6 2.0 0.8 1.9 - 0.2 32.0

buildings 0.4
12. Other works 2.4
13- Transport

0.8
0.1

21.8
1.7

2. d

15.2 -

42.6
0.6

1.6
7.0

5.0
- 0.1

74.6
27.1

equipments 3*2
14. Other machinery

1.3 6.6 1.3 0.7 1.7 4.0 0.6 - 0.1 19.5
and equipments 2.4 7.6 161.2 7.5 2.4 12.3 2.7 2.1 — 0.1 198.3Fixed capital formatio^ ^ 10.2 195.1 27.6 24.7 59.5 17.6 9.6 0.6 356.2

15* Increase in
stocks 3.0 -4.5 -4 = 4 — -0.6 82.0 _ — — — 75. S

Capital formation 14=3 5.7 190.7 27.6 24.1 141.5 17.6 9.6 - 0. 6 431.7
16.Net acquiqition of
financial assets —- 4.4 0.2 6.6 12.8 158.9 268.1
Gotal expenditure 14.3 5-7 195.1 27.6 24.3 148.1 30.4 168.5 - 85.8 699.8

, s »1) excludes TAZARA
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interests. While large scale parastatal enterprises were not practica-*

hie until it gained control of the government in 1960, the founding of
a number of Party owned parastatals gave clear evidence of TAMP s con-,

cern with the expansion and Tanzanianization of the directly productive
sector.

From 1962 through 1966 the parastatal sector grew rapidly albeit with
no very clear indication as to whether it was to complement gradually,
wrest pre-eminence from or eventually supplant the foreign private sec¬

tor. With the exception of power, where EAPL was bought out making
TANESCO 1005?, government owned, no sector was closed to private invest¬
ment. The National Development Corporation was created to hold the

existing government manufacturing and mining portfolio and to pursue new

initiatives - largely on a joint venture basis and more often than not
as a minority partner. One of the most successful was in commerce where
INTRATA became one of the five largest and most successful firms and -
admitedly with statutory assistance as to textile confinements - recued
the import and wholesale aspects of COSATA,.the apex of an unsuccessful
attempt to create co-operative pre-eminence in the commercial sector .

which foundered on lack of citizen personnel, inr; dequate planning, the
residence of the private commercial sector, and the naïvete of its Is¬
rael advisory and managerial personnel.

Ranching also fell under NDC but agricultural credit was restructed
into a Co-operative Bank and a Development Credit Agency, the first'
operating with fairly good results in the seasonal crop finance field
but the lattef plagued by inherited and new bad debts on settler,

mechanization, and medium term loans. A transport co-operative launched

parallel to COSATA, the Cobank, and NDC also developed managerial and
financial control problems and ultimately collapsed in 1967.

A National Housing Corporation to build and sell or rent low and
medium cost houses and a Permanent Housing Finance Company to make''Home-
owner mortgage finance available to upper income families were put in

place.Similarly a joint Development Finance Company was formed with CDC
(UK),NDFC (Holland),and DEG (Federal Germany) to lend to and invest in
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expansion of medium scale manufacturing and mining ventures and the ma¬

jority of the shares of the (unsuccessful) Ottawan Bank were "bought out
and the institution reformed as the Tanganyila Commercial Bank with 60%
government ownership but - like most parastatals at this point - almost

totally expatriate senior managment. The National Insurance Company

proved more aggressive and by the end of 1966 was among the leaders in
non-life business and in writing new life policies.

By the end of 1966 - on the eve of the Arusha Declaration which he¬
ralded the more orchestrated and rapid drive toward socialism and econo¬

mic independence - the parastatal sector (See Tables 4 and 8) was by no

means negligible in scope, scale of activity, or rate of expansion. Its

major weakness lay rather in a lack of any clear strategy, of effective
links with the planning process, of glacial progress toward citizeni-

21
zation , and of very uneven investible surplus records and propects.

Tanzanian parastatal investment totalled Shs. 102 million of 11%
total gross fixed capital formation with East African enterpris s adding;
another 8.5%. The national parzstatal financed their total capital ex¬

penditure of Shs. 146 million about one third fro m retained profits, one

fifth from depreciation allowances, one tenth from government loans and

"grants", and one fifth from foreign borrowing and investment.
Total trading income had already reached Shs. 1,320 million (just

under 30% of monetary GDP) but over half of this represented turnover
of marketing boards. Corporation tax of Shs. 50 million, dividends of
Shs. 22 million and,retained profits of Shs.50 million were dominated

by mining (31-0—28), electricity (3—T•3—9•4)> and a manufacturing sector
whose total results were.basically those of the long established meat

packing and salt firms (9-12«7-3»7)•
V.
22

The Arusha Declaration with its clear setting of targets for a

dominantly Tázanian and dominantly public directly productive "sec¬

tor, in respect of existing large scale units as well as of expansion,
led to an upward leap and a much more rapid growth rate of parastatal

activity. The former arose from a series of nationalizations and nego¬

tiated takeovers, the latter from sharply increased development capital
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injections by the government and. domestic financial institutions, from''

stepped up external borrowing, and from a radical increase in the sector's
investible surplus generating capacity.

Banking was nationalized 100% and the units acquired merged into
a single National Bank of Commerce xwhich was charged with redirecting

credit' flows to the public sector - directions made were detailed and in¬
terlocked with foreign exchange and public sector capital budget planning
from 1969 onwards. Insurance was 100% nationalized by taking over the

minority interest in the National Insurance Corporation and confining all
new policies to .it.

Manufacturing acquisitions (on a 50-60%- basis) included cement, py-

rethrum extract, brewing, tins, petroleum refining, shoes, and dcigarettes

lèaving at that time three textile mills, '.one .light metal manufacturing,
one radio assembly, and two sugar mills as the large scale private manu¬

facturing sector. The wheat and large maize and rice mills and the medium
sized tinning plant were acquired 100% and merged to form the National
Milling Corporation which has since extended its tinning and bottling oper¬

ations and is diversifying into wine making and baking.
Later in 1967 somewhat over 50% of sisal estates (in production capa¬

city terms) were acquired and merged to form the Tanzania Sisal Corporation.
Here the motivation was protection of foreign exchange earnings and jobs -

the estates acquired had a consolidated loss of the order of Sh§. 25-30,000,000
in the year prior to nationalization and had largely abandoned replanting
and were therefore "mining" their remaining sisal. TSC by 1970 had reduced
the loss to about Shs. 5>000,000, reinstated rotational replanting, and
acheived a cash flow breakeven on sisal (excluding depreciation but counting-

capital replacement) by reorganization, rationalization, and cost control.
In almost all cases payment agreements were readhed phased over 4

to 12 years and totalling Shs..25-0. million including interest; post tax
profits on the acquired companies and shares through 1971 totalled about
Shs. 25O million suggesting that - at worst - the purchase terms including
management agreement contracts where used (primarily in manufacturing)
had been sound enough from a Tanzanian 'viewpoint to yield a significant
and growing net cash flow above compensation. Equally the acquisition
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almost overnight moved the parastatal sector from distinctly secondary
to the private large scale to at least equal and more rapidly expanding.

Since 1967 a tidying up excercise of acquisition by negotiation has
paralleled expansion by creation of new assets. The former has included

50% purchases of Shell BP and AGIP (60% of petroleum distribution), and
100% of Dar Motor Transport (also the second largest country bus operator,
of a large regional transport firm (purchased by three co-operative feder-

22ations), of the hecond largest sugar producer, and of two textile.mills.
On the expansion side two textile mills, more than doubling of cement

capacity, a third modern sugar estate, a bagging industry, a tyre factory,
a rerolling mill, and fertilizer plant, two sawmills plus a plywood and
a chipboard mill, a farm implements factory, nine tourist hotels, a radi¬
cal expansion of salt capacity,a tannery,a broadly based buildup of cattle
ranching and coastal shipping company are among the larger units.

The Tanzanian-Zambian parastatals have been created since 1965 "to
meet the transport challenge posed by the revolt in Soutnern Rhodesia.

Including an oil pipeline, a 400 plus vehicle road services company,and an

ocean shipping line(also grouping Kenya and Uganda) the operating units
now employ total assets exceeding Shs, 500 million and, in the first two

instances, have been able to combine reducing previous transport costs
with significant operating surpluses. However, they are dwarfed by the
Tnazania-Zambia Railway, now nearing its halfway point, which is being
constructèd with Chinese soft loan finance totalling Shs. 3>000 million
and should by 1976 be able to provide Zambia and southern Tanzania with

long distance transport at significantly lower ton mile rates than any

existing mode of route.

In the financial sector, the NBC built up a term loan division which
made' Shs. 120 million in disbursements and commitments by mid-1970 when
it was reformed as the Tanzania Investment Bank. At the same time the

Co-operative Bank' was merged into the NBC and the Development Credit

Agency (less its portofolio of bad debts and parallel, liabilities) re¬
established as the Rural Development Bank. .The TDFL's role in advising

evaluating, and financing middle and large scale productive projects has-

perhaps surprisingly - grown since 19.67 and is now closely linked with
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the TIB and. overalled. parastatal sector financial planning even more than

continuing to serve the medium scale private manuÊcturing and hotel suh-s
24sectors.

A specialized addition to the financial parastatal sector is the
Tanzania Audit Corporation. It is designed to provide in depjh audits

commenting on.the efficiency and desirability, as well as the propriety
and accuracy, of financial management and control in the parastatal sec-
tor and has rapidly built up the largest audit capacity in Tanzcuiia while

embarking on inservice training of the Tanzanians who form a majority of
its professional staff..

With the vastly increased soale and scope of the parastatal sector,
the NDC's responsibilities have been narrowed to cover.most manufacturing
and mining while new sectoral holding parastatals have been created for
other sectors. These include National jigricultural and Farm Corporation

(ranching-, bean growing and marketing, sugar, diversified specialty
farming, meat ranching and tinning, livestocks marketing), Tanzania Wo*d
Industries (sawmilling, plywood, chipboard, softboard), Tanzania Tourist
Corporation (hotels, travel agency, tour operation), and Tanzania Trans¬
port Corporation (urban and rural buses, long distance lorry transport,
coastal shipping).

On the local and. small scale levels attempts have been made to build

up effective public sector institutions capable of utilizing limited
resources and personnel in small and medium scale commerce, services,
and processing. The results through 197*1 have been exceedingly mixed.
The large scale debacles of the 1964-67 COSÂTA and TNT experiences have
been avoided. Some District Development Corporation commercial and ser¬

vice ventures - including butcheries and service stations,a number of
limited line co-operative union, primary co-operative, and ujamaa village
wholesale and retail trade and transport units - appear soundly based
and capable of providing efficient services to consumers. However,
attempts to generalize these successes in other districts - or indeed to

broaden the operations of existing units - have produced a siginificant
number of serious losses and of breakdowns in quality and quantity of
service provided. The most acute problems confronting the smaller units
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are lack of either trained personnel or appropriate training facilities,
of experience and competence to draw up forward plans without advice and

support or of access to relevant advice and support. It is easier to

overcome these obstacles for the larger parastatals which have both a

greater body of relevant experience to draw upon and better knowledge
of where to seek data, plus a financial and operating base large enough
to justify the use of expensive specialized personnel and systems. The
attempt to apply their approaches to all but the largest DDC, Co-operative,
and Ujamaa ventures, however superficially attrative, is likely to prove

not simply impraticable but inherently unsound, the scale and coverage

differences as well as those of the operating and consuming groups involved
are of kind as well as of degree.

The working structure of the Tanzanian parastatal sector has become

relatively complex but also relatively orderly over the period 1967-1972
and since 1969 has shown increasing integration into the overall planning •

process. It can be summarized under 7 headings;

a. Operating and Holding Companies inclusing Boards and workers

Participation;
b. Sectoral control and planning including Treasury-Central

Bank-Financial Institution involvement;

c. Central planning process interaction and control;
d. Specialized control functions e.g. personnel policjr, exter¬

nal contracts, pricing, incentives, and location policy;
é. Multinational parastatal arrangments;

f. Supporting services;

g. Ultimate political authority.
All significant anterprises are organized either as limited companies

24-
or corporations. These are enjoined to operate as commercially viable
ventures paying due attention to services rendered, cost efficiency, and
avoidance of taking advantage of monopoly pricing possibilities with

specific national or sectoral economic policy objective requirements
normally given to the company as a framework of constraints, either from
the government or via a holding parastatal. A majority of parastatals

are grouped under holding companies which coordinate policy and undertake
management and technical planning,supervision,consultancy,and provision of
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specialized services as well as iientification, promotion, and financial

organization of new units within their sphere of activity- again within
the framework of relevant sectoral and macro policy guidelines and direc¬
tives .

Boards of directors are appointed hy the holding parastatal or the

government and are expected to perform (within the context of national

planning "toward a transition to socialism) fairly normal "non-excutive

hoard" management supervisory and policy setting roles plus bringing to
bear special insights and competences arising from their particular back¬

grounds. Directors are appointed as individuals from senior civil service,
senior managerial, and university cadres plus(albeit still largely in

principle) worker members. Their effectiveness tends to depend on whether

they are able to maintain an informal relationaship with the company be-
t een meetings,the competence of the management,^and their access (via
their own posts)to adequate briefing.and analysis to allow intelligent com¬

ment and discussion including raising issues not already on the agenda.
A structure of workers councils (elected by all workers but initially

largely for two way communication and advice), executive committees of
workers councils (with certain powers but also a managerial worker majority)
and workers directors (largely still to be selected) has been begun over

1970—1972, Results are limited to date - predictably given the initial
shock and the educational demands on all concerned posed by this radical
innovation - but in at least some cases progress is being made both via
the formal structure and via internal structural reforms broadening parti¬

cipation in management decision taking.
Sectoral control is vested in parent ministries who are enjoined and

empowered to secure overall activities of their parastatals correspond
to macro and sectoral policy aims. In cases in which substantial minis¬

terial expertise exists(or more accurately has been created since 1966)
for analyzing, formulating, and deciding promptly oh productive sector
and commercial issues this system works well. It appears to require onf
going quasi-formal contact between a ministry and its parastatals at sev¬

eral levels running from Minister-Chairman through - say- Assistant -
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Secretary/Economist-Divisional Manager/Planning Officer. In that context,
genuine policy harmonization takes place and the ultimate sanction of a

ministerial policy directive is effective precisely "because it rarely
26

needs to "be employed.

A rather special sectoral relationship exists "between directly pro¬

ductive paras tat-al s on .the one hand and the Treasury—Central Bank.—National

Bank of Commerce-investment Banks-Audit Corporation on the other. In¬

creasingly capital projects and commercial operations are approved sub¬
ject to financial institution checking on viability (the total approvals
are set within a macro—cred.it and a macro-capital formation plan) . Both
contracts involving major foreign exchange inflows or outflows and divi¬
dend policy are to a growing extent subject to general (and for larger
cases specific)Central Bank and Treasury analysis and authorization.

The central planning process (involving the Ministries of Planning
and of pinance and the Central Bank throughout and relevant ministries
and parastatals in its sectoral aspects) now covers overall strategy,
major policies, central capital budgeting, credit planning and allocation,
and foreign exchange budgeting. Parastatal investment budgets must be.

approved both as to project and as to source of finance - a rule' applying
to the use of self generated investible surpluses and projects wholly
financed from them and to domestic financial insstitution short and long

term borrowing as well as to central government and external long term

finance. Projected in 1969s this system came into operational being
in I.97O and has operated with increasing accuracy and detail in 1971 and

27
1972. , but is still analytical and comprehensive in pratice than on

paper because personnel and priority problems have limited the degree
23

of application of posited procedures.
A number of specialized planning and control funtions in respect

of parastatals are operated jointly with or complementary to the central
planning mechanism per se. Parastatal wages and salaries are set on

scales harmonized with each other and with civil service and university

scales by a senior civil service committee involving the office of the

President, Planning, Finance and Central Establishments while a similar
committee allocates high and middle level manpower (65-70$-. of new grad-

29
uates to parastatals in 1971 vs 2-3$ in 1966). Between them, the
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Secretariats of these committees seek - with general hut uneven success-

to control movements of senior personnel among parastatals and. between
them and the government sehvice proper and to prevent "poaching.

External contracts (borrowing, management and consultancy ageements,
sole buying ans selling arrangements,etc.) are analyzed, provisionally

qpproved,rejected, or returned for amendment by an interministerial
com ittee (Planning, Finance, Central Bank, Legal Corporation). This
committee (and the Legal Corporation) arose from Treasury and Attorney
General's Chambers realization of how inexpert and unwise many such

parastatal contracts were - a realization acquired partly in analyzing-
Board papers and negotiating compensation and partly from finding they
could negotiate significantly better terms than the parastatals- had been

accepting. This committeè's decisions (or at any rate its tentative

approval) are advisory to the Economic Committee of the Cabinet, discussed

below, which retains final authority. No major external parastatal
31contract is binding until such validation is secured.

Pricing policy for major units - e.g. the fertilizer, meat packing,
and sugar plants - is initially a sectoral issue but often requires adhoc
interministerial action usually involving Treasury, Planning, and
Commerce as well as the parastatal and parent ministry directly concerned.

Subject to maintaining project viability the ap roved prices are nor¬

mally designed to limit prices for low income consumer goods and rural

inputs but to allow much greater flexibility elsewhere. Price control
over major manufacturers - to ensure that preventitive tariffs and con¬

sumption tax measures do not lead to exploitation via inefficiency - has
been built up for an increasing number of cases on a Treasury initiative

32backed by Commerce and Industry.

Industrial incentives and plant siting (within a policy frame de¬
signed to create or enhance seven regional development poles and limit
concentration in Dar es Salaam) is handled at official level by an

interministerial committee of Finance, Planning, Commerce and Industry
and Agriculture with specialized Central Bank and Financial Institution

participation. Its major problems have been to ensure that adequate data,

tp allow any rational analysis or decision were forthcoming promptly from
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applicants" and. that incentives were not provided to assist inefficiency
rather than to provide initial "learning period" or structural support»

Multinational parastatals are handled in three ways 2 analagons to
Tanzanian (Tanzanian-Zambian road, and pipeline companies), in intra minis¬
terial East African Community briefing bodies for EAC Boards of Directors
and Councilsj and via a sf>ecial Tanzania-Zambia Railway Authority» The
difficulties of information flow and resolution of divergent national

polieices and viewpoints do pose special challenges but the basic goal of

providing a policy framework within which commercially viable operations
are to be managed efficiently is the same,'^'

Supporting services (and data for specialized as well as general,

policy control) are provided by the Legal and Audit Corporations. In both
cases economies of scale and the need for an external professional check
militated toward concentration of public sector capacity in a single 'unit
and its formal separation from central government audit and legal depart¬
ments. The project analysis sections of the Tanzania Investment and Rural

Development Banks and of the TDFL, and the commercial evaluations of the
National Bank of Commerce perform somewhat similar services on the capital

35
and operating viability check side.

The political decision making process in Tanzania has become relatively

highly oriented to political economic policy and major sectoral and pro¬

ject decision taking. The principal bodies concerned are the Cabinet and
its Economic Committee and the National Executive Committee of TAMIL Both

show an increasing political economic sophistication in evaluating and amend¬

ing proporals (e.g. the ECC held over 60 hours of serious discussion 011 the
various stages of the draft 1969 -74 Plan, and annually has multiple sessions
on the Budget, Annual Plan, foreign Exchange Plan, and Credit Plan drafts)
and a continuing' underlying grasp of realism in what can conceivably be

achieved, tempering and informing a very radical drive toward rapid and

accelerating change and development. The NEC has concentrated more 011

broad policy issues (e.g. minimum wage adjustment and overall incomes policy
aimed at differential reduction) x-rhile the Cabinet and ECC consider all

major macro and sectoral policy and most major project and implementational

proposals.
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The forgoing sketch necessarily does not outline all details not deal
in depth with gaps and problem areas. Nor can it be seen intelligibly^
except in the context of the policy aims of the preceding section and the
fact thet the majority of senior Tanzanian politicians are honest, hard¬

working, competent, and committed to attainment of the stated aims. In a

different context its operational meaning, direction, and results would
be totally different."^

In 1970 (See Tables 4-7-9) operating income of Tanzanain parastatals
excáeded Shs. 3»200 million of which under a third represented marketing
board turnover and almost a quarter manufacturing putput. Adjusting for
EAC Corporation turnover would raise the figure to well over Shs. 3,500

million-equivalent to three fifths of monetary GDP, double the 1966 share.
1 '• • *

Large scale economic activity had become dominantly public sector - 100%
in banking and insurance, rail transport, and power; over 75$ aip trans¬

port, mining, import-export and central wholesale commerce; and manufac¬
turing; about 50$ in estate agriculture and rental housing (in the latter
case in rentals but not in tenants); and distinctly under 50$ bútO-sighifi-
cant in road transport and contruction. Only in retail commerce - despite-

growing ddc and co-operative activity - was a capitalist private sector

dominant. In agriculture by 1971 the breakdown among large -individual

farmers-(cash incomes over Shs. 5j000) small individual farmers and -ujamaa
village members was of the order of 4$-8$-1'0j with the last category

probably approaching 15$ by mid 1972.
Given that small scale commerce and agriculture are heavily dependent

on financial, transport,, and large scale commercial services, by 197'
was- fair to say that .the mode of production in Tanzanian had become domi¬

nantly public sector - a necessary first step in a serious transition to
socialism - with road transport and construction rather special areas re- .

quiring phased replacement of private operators as public sector capacity
bottlenecks were broken. In investment the transformation was equally
striking. .

Fixed capital formation by Tanzanian parastatals had grown to Shs.
64O million, a more than sixfold increase (Shs.. 41Q million for a fourfold
increase excluding the TAZARA railway) and stood at over 35$ of total fixed

capital formation. Taken with EAC parastatals the, total was Shs* 760 million
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Only in residential construction, transportation, and construction equip¬
ment (privately owned albeit largely for government and parastatal con¬

tracts) is private sector investment still larger than public. 1971

figures suggest a slowing of the non-TAZARA fixed investment growth, with
the tapering down of construction and equipping of the very large ferti¬
lizer and tyre plants about matched by more medium scale investments but
a large overall increase arising from TAZARA. The rise in the level of
investment in stocks and inventories from Shs. 75 million in 1970 to Shs.

345 million in 1971 was, however, hardly a positive development. About
a third represented commodity board stock increases relating to swings
in export timing but much of the remainder was attributable to very seri¬
ous «verstocking by the State Trading Corporation and was placing' serious
strains on domestic finance and external reserve positions leading to the
concentration of major attention on public commercial sector reshaping
in 1972.

Profits totalled about Shs. 278 million in 1970 - down from Shs. 308
million in 1.969 because of marketing board stabilization operations, STC

problems, and a sharp decline in diamond output paralleling a weak world
market position. In 1971 with a reversal of these factors they rose to

Shs. 394 million or over three times 1966 (almost six times excluding
mining). Depreciation provision rose from Shs. 31 million in 1966 to Shs.
111 million in 1970 and Shs. 133*5 million in 1971.

I97O sectoral capital account (including stocks and financial assets
totalled Shs. J00 million excluding TAZARA(Shs.940 million.including)
financed about one third from retained profits and depreciation provisions,
three tenths from government loans and investment, forty per cent from lo¬
cal borrowing, and under six per cent from net new foreign borrowing - the
total of over 100% resulting from an increase in cash balances and negative

figures for minor sources of funds. In 1971 "the non-TAZARA figure of Shs.

905 million was divided three tenths own resources, three tenths govern¬

ment, one fourth local borrowing, and ten per cent foreign. However, the
true foreign figure including onlent government and financial institution

-|
borrowings is nearer 15—17a figure which will probably rise to per¬

haps 30^" during the construction of Kidatu Dam and with the increase in
soft loans channelled through the two investment banking institutions.
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. C;' ~ - -v {'• •• .'i': •' • '

The major problem areas confronting the Tanzanian parastatal sec¬

tor are of interest not only to Tanzaia but also more generally» As the

forgoing section shows, the Tanzanian public directly productive sector is

relatively advanced, in terms of weight in the economy, integration into na„-

tional planning, organizational and control framework, and achievement of
positive investiblc surpluses. While its experiences - including unsatis¬

factory ones as cautionary guidelines - cannot be translated directly to

any other economy, they should have substantial relevance to other African
states seeking to emplace their public directly productive sectors in a

central role in development. This is especially true because Tanzania has
been consistently critical of parastatal results, not from the point of
view of downgrading them or their achievements, but as a means to conso¬

lidating and generalizing gains and maintaining forward momentum. It is
not accidental that a far above average level of criticism (taking place
both in public and in internal forums) has run parallel to a far above

average level of achievement.

Five areas of policy and procedure formulation to surmount pro¬
blems appear to deserve particular attention :

a. integration into overal planning combined with operating in¬

dependence adequate to allow efficiency ;

b. Pricing policies, both those of paraste.tal and those directly
f '

affecting them ;

c. specification, attainment, and evocation of non-profit goals

d. use of foreign factors (finance, personnel, knowledge) ;

e. achievement of efficiency in terms of national objectives

including worker participation.
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Identification of "these areas is not new, in February 1967 - in
the midst of the Arusha nationalizations - discussions at official and po¬

litical level focused, on the need to :

a. maintain efficient and viable operations in order to provide
service to the people, avoid exploitation by inefficiency,
and limit the cases available for citation by disparagers of
socialism ;

b. move toward parastatal sector and enterprise self reliance
defined in terms of internal investible surpluses adequate
to cover a substantial and rising share of replacement, moder—i

nization, and expansion requirements 5

c. place priority in distribution of gains (above the agreed
level of investible surpluses) to rural areas and consumers

in preference to urban wage and — a fortiori - salary ear¬

ners to make the parastatal sector a force for rather than

a barrier to the national incomes policy ;

d. examine means of increasing worker commitment and partici-
*

pation including, but not limited to, payment by results and
incentive sheme elements in wages and, perhaps, salaries ;

e. careful attention to,when foreign personnel and knowledge were

needed, how in each case they could best be secured, and what

programmes would lead to their most rapid phasing down in each
individual activity consistent with maintaining an upward trend
32
in efficiency ;

fo establish overa.ll financed and foreign exchange planning fra¬

meworks within which individual decisions could be taken/con¬
trolled consistently and rationally}
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g. achieve ra,pid expansion of citizen manpower resources avai¬

lable to the directly productive, sector by transfers, of ap¬

propriate government personnel, allocation, of graduates and

trainees, and strengthening of ministerial planning and ana¬

lysis units relating to directly productive activity.

Planning integration and adequate parastatàl operating and plan¬

ning independence and initiative are compatible if, and only if, a con¬

sistent framework of central strategy and policy guidelines.within which
detailed planning and opera/ting activities can be decentralized is creeled.
In the absence of such a framework either the centre will make ad hoc de¬

cisions which, in retrospect, e,re often inconsistent and inappropriate
or pa.rasta.tal mana-gemcnts (possibly in conjunction with Boards and panent
ministries but e,qually possibly "independently" of them) will act on their
own without serious reference to national planning. The latter is not par¬

ticularly helped by their attempting to take account of non-profit goals
because an individual parastatal is hardly an appropriate body to formu¬
laic national or sectoral priorities and without these its decisions on

goods other than its own investible surplus are likely to appear el best '

unbalanced and at worst bizarre from a national perspective.

A functioning macro and sectoral planning framework allows pnxas-

tatals to prepare plans and proposals within clear guidelines and for pa¬

rent ministries and the units responsible for national planning (including
but not limited to capital budget, credit, and foreign exchange plans) to
review and direct amendments in them in a consistent and rational way.

To claim that it inevitably prevents proper operating efficiency or sti¬
fles initiative is false in principle - no management or board in any sys¬

tem is independent of some institutional goal contraints (from sharehol¬

ders, other institutions, markets, government) ; only the form is diffe¬
rent in the context of an integrated but decentralized central planning

system in au economy seeking a transition to socialism. In practice, of

course, problems will arise but attempts by parastatals to evade rather

than work the system by failing to provide data or seeking to present
fait a.ccomplis rather than seeking proper planning approval and maintai-
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ning day to day contact "both cause as many delays and losses as bureau-

cratic suspicion or non-comprehension and. are, in themselves, a major
caise of such suspicion1 and non comprehension.^

The securing of detailed capit.al budget proposals (including all

proposed sources of long term and working capital) including quantitative
assessments and evaluations in terms of invcstible surplus, foreign ex¬

change impact, góvernmont revenue, regional and national product suppor¬

ted by clear explanatory and qualitative memoranda from all parastatals,
on a consistent basis which allows cross comparison sectorally and natio-

nally, is quite possible even given Tanzanian personnel and data limita¬

tions. Discounted, cash flow techniques and multiple column bugeting to
show results in terms of different goals (e.g. firm profit, investiblc
surplus cash flow, net foreign exchange impact, linkage effets) - at
least in their simplified forms - are not hard to understand, or use if

in service training and initial back up advice are provided. Indeed a

a number of parastatals in Tanzania have, quite correctly, been using
them internally well in advance of their application to integrated planning.

The real difficulty is that use of these techniques requires

painstakings data collection and chedking (including a feel for figures
and "facts" which are implausible and. need special examinâtion),^care
in running the technique, and repetitive Sectoral and national coordi¬
nation and modification with feedback (and forth) to arrive at a harmo¬
nized set of macro, sectoral, and'micro plans. This work is vita,! - without
it procedures, techniques, and mechanisms (which in Tanzania are generally
in advance of their actual level of utilization) are ineffective and. empty.

Unfortunately, it is not very dramatic until the final decision Etage and
- especially for retreaded expatriate academicians and new university

graduates who, on the one hand, have been taught analysis without ade¬
quate numeracy let alone data collection expertise, and, on the other,
have not been properly shown the vital nature of the detailed work and

35
involved in its results — tends to be pushed, aside or done sloppily.
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The problem is an educational one - some Tenzanians and expatriates have

grasped the key role of systematic, numerate analysis and apply it well,
further they are respected and listened to - both as to techniques and

attitudes and -as to participation allowing the data, collector and orgo.-

nizor to see. hiS' contribution to the final result.

Logically, integrated planning should cover "recurrent" a,s well
as capital operations of parastatals. Except in terms of financial insti¬

tutions, major foreign contracts, foreign exchange use (a.t least in prin¬
ciple), wages and salaries, and manpower collocation this is not now the
ca,se in any coherent way. However, there is growing concern at runawcay

administrative spending, faulty stock control and other wastage in paras¬

tatals (partly stemming from reading Audit Corporation reportsj leading 1
thinking about how an annual review of parastatal forward operating bud¬

gets and results compared to previous budgets can be instituted at sec¬

toral and central as well as a.t Board (and to a lesser degree parent Mi¬

nistry) levels. Even a.t Board level the quality of annual "budgets" and

especially of subsequent eva.luta.tion of results in comparison to them is

radically uneven ranging from complete and high quality to virtually non¬

existent and meaningless. This issue is further discussed in the context
of efficieny.

Pricing poses problems for two sets of reasons. Capitalist pri¬
cing theory at the pedagogical level tends to be a set of empty boxes 5

even when - as with imperfect and monopolistic competition - the writers
have in fact formulated operationally applicable concepts, they rarely
illustrate or apply them. Case study literature exists but is, for va¬

rious reasons, not readily operationally available. Socialist pricing the¬

ory is either value ba.sed - à la Marx -, hypothetical - à la Lange on

Market socialism -, or very hew and not widely accessible - a la Licberman
and Sik^This is hardly surprising beca.usc of the low level of use made
of prices as consistent control system mechanism in most socialist econo¬

mies other than Yugoslavia and more recently Hungary and the German Demo¬
cratic Republic. As a result, socialist pricing practice has tended to
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be relatively ad hoc and special purpose, not part of overall strategy
and policy implementation. On the other hand, the standard average cost

37and marginal cost guidelines for public sector enterprises make little
overall sense in the context of a centrally planned, economy in a polity
committed, to a transition to socialism.

Average1 cost pricing based on current output creates a vicious
circle when - as is internally logical to some extent and often imposed

by technological considerations to a greater - capacity for exceeds cur¬

rent production. In these circumstances - e.g. textiles in Tanzania in

1967-70 — average cost pricing on one or one and a half shift produc¬
tion in a. three shift mill creates a limited market and encourages com¬

petition from imports and thus demands for additional protection to

allow further price increases. Only if the tariff increase is paralleled

by a, price freeze on domestic output - resulting in a demand shift and
a sharp fall in average cost-sr will the tariff increase be effective at37
a bearable cost to consumers. The problem of raising prices when output
is low or falling is not unique to Tanzania or Africa. - it is common in

the UK and USA and even among such large units as steel producers, howe¬
ver it is particularly serious in low income economies with large ini¬
tial excess capacity and a tendency to accept or increase inefficiency
under the excuse of "learning" or "unfair external competition".^0

Marginal cost pricing is no better as a general rule under these
conditions especially not given a commitment to egalitarian income dis¬
tribution. It is of course a guide to the floor price one can afford to

charge on incremental production for export (e.g. in textiles) or key

inputs into another productive ..unit (e.g. industrial electric power).
However, since most parastatals in most years will be on the declining
cost portion of their average cost "curve", the general use of marginal
cost pricing will automatically result in overall Investible surplus de¬
ficits. Its partial internal use — as in public utility downstepped ta¬
riffs - will result in income distribution (consumer surplus) absurdities
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from an egalitarian viewpoint e0g. extra water to wash cars costs less

than initial water to drink and. cook, extra.electricity for aircondi-
tioners is below the basic rale for lights and one burner coooker users.

Micro price policy must be settled on a case by case basis. One

general starting point is the import cost (before duty). The domestic

price above that needed to ensure medium term (analyzed on a cumulative
discounted. cash flow basis over ten years) viability can be compared
with constant (or import parity) price gross domestic product gains ad¬

justed for any special weight given to regional location, shadow pricing
O O

of foreign exchange, skilled manpower, and unskilled labor, and.revenue

grins or losses. If the profits turn out ot be in linkage effect indus¬
tries e.g. a china plan is not viable by itself but makes possible a

viable kaolin mining and processing operation joint ownership and.ope¬
ration or cross subsidization should be practicable. The reverse holds,
of course, if an input or intermediate goods plant by cost raising would,
choke off otherwise viable development by users as, e.g. the Brazilian
coke industry appears to hamstring the Brazilian steel and heavy engi¬

neering industry so far as export breakthroughs are concerned. In prac¬

tice such analysis of added direct and linkage costs (and their distri¬
bution) against added real output, foreign balance, and investib'le sur¬

plus gains (and their distribution) is practicable sectorally, sub-secto-

rally, and for large projects. If these have been properly analyzed either
in terms of micro plausibility or national strategic fit the data for the

proposed pricing approach will exist.

Sectoral pricing sequences pose as many problems as (if not more

problems than) .individual parastatal prices. These fall into at least
three classes : consistency, equity, and output promotion. If a single
price in a chain from grower through marketing board through miller
through distributor to customer is changed, it is necessary either to
alter the entire chain or identify clearly who will bear the cost (reap
thegain)ond whether he can and should be required (allowed) to do so.
Failure to be consistent in this way in rice pricing in Tanzania, in lale

1971 resulted in co-op mills closing (because they could not bear losses),
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the National Milling Corporation sustaining large losses ("because it
dutifully stepped up output while calling for a price review), domestic

shortages and loss of export orders (from the net capacity fall) un¬

til rice prices out of mill to consumer were adjusted.

Equity requires pricing structures which,,,, at the least,
do not discriminate in favour of letter off groups at the expense of

poorer. Until recently Tanzania's domestic meat price (about one half
export parity) inexorably flowed back to an abnormally low meat pro¬
ducer price. This clearly ran against attempts to raise rural incomes
absolutely and relative to urban (especially as cattle raisers are not
an above average income group even in rural terms) as well as choking
off growth of organized marketing and export availability and causing
parastatal packing plant losses. Here rural output and terms of trade
plus potential national investible surplus and export earnings were in
effect used, by the pricing structure, to subsidize middle and upper
income urban workers' consumption.

Expansion of meat output clearly requires higher grower

prices (and marketing channels seeing that less of the factory price
is "lost" before it reaches the grower)^ to raise supply and higher
domestic prices (not necessarily equal to export parity if some sub¬

sidy or some transitional period is seen as appropriate) at least co¬

vering the costs of purchasing - handling - packing so that the inves¬
tible surplus on exports can grow without being swallowed in domestic
losses. Where the market is wholly domestic - e.g. sugar — the domes¬
tic price is below import parity, demand is growing rapidly and ex¬

ceeds local supply, and new estates cannot be made viable at the exist¬
ing producer price a different set of issues arise. The consumer sugar

price must rise unless either a;subsidy (a reduced fax is in absolute
terms a subsidy) on imported consumer goods or physical sugar ration¬
ing is accepted. If existing estates are viable at the present domes¬
tic price, and new ones would be once in full production, the lowest
consumer cost (and foreign exchange cost) solution is likely to involve
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a. an incentive payment per ton to new mills for a limi¬
ted. periodj 3 . . ■

"b. pooling of old local, new local and imported sugar by
a Sugar Board5

c. retail pricq levels set annually on the actual and
forecast average costs arising from "b".

Specification, attainment, evaluation of non-profit (inves¬
tible surplus) goals poses psychological, specification, trade off, and
measurement prolems but hardly theoretical, conceptual, or logical ones.

To argue — correctly — that investible surplus can be wholly or partly

wrong, misleading, or irrelevant as a yardstick of efficiency in a pa—

rastatal interprise is not at all the same as to argue either that it
is irrelevant (much less generally undesirable) or that no specified
and quantified goal programme can be set out. In'practice, Tanzanian
parastatals with above average performance in terms of fulfilling ser¬

vice and macro goals (.e.g.NBC,KMC,Kilombcro Sugar,Bora Shop, Friendship
Textile, TSC) also have above average investible surplus trend records
-while the inverse also holds true in some cases, e.g. the State Trading

Corporation, Mwananchi Construction Company (at least through 1969) ?

and Kilimanjaro Hotel.

Investible surplus taken out of context can be misleading

e.g. the Tanzania Sisal Corporation in 1970 had a Shs. 2.3 million
book loss and a net operating cash flow (substituting capital repla¬
cement cost for depreciation charges) breakeven on sisal. However, gi¬
ven that its pre November 1967 private predecessors«•had a Shs. 25—30
million loss, that prices have not risen, and that very few workers
have been declared redundant the result (even in true investible sur¬

plus gain terms, since a reduced loss is a positive step) looks rather
different. Similarly if the water department increases its trading sur¬

plus by concentrating on piped (and charged) water- to upper and middle
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income urban residents and cutting back on (free because not practi¬
cally chargeable) standpipe expansion and service in low income urban
and peri—urban areas the investible surplus change gives the wrong

implication as to how efficiently it is operating from any reasonable
" ' " r ; .

national consumer welfare, health, and urban planning viewpoint.

However, the solution to this challenge is not to abandon
investible surplus goals but to set other goals as constraints subject

to which specified (and calculated) investible surplus targets must be
reached. Evidently some other goals have costs in investible surplus
terms (prices in a very real sense) and in terms of each other. Thus
a balanced package of goals must be arrived at by considering appro¬

priate trade off rates - e.g. of holding basic consumer goods stocky

adquate to ensure no local shortages in the case of transport or sup¬

ply interruptions versus commercial sector investible surplus or ver¬

sus consumer price levels — but since any set of goals and/or results
has implicit trade «ff rates, it is much better to choose them expli¬

citly and with some evaluation of desirable patterns rather than im¬

plicitly and randomly.
■ • • • * •

Any goal that is clear enough to pursue at all can be spe¬

cified precisely enough to allow targets to be set and results evalua¬
ted against them and, in most cases, for there to be quantitative as

well as verbal goals and results. "Price stability for low income con¬

sumers" as a goal can be translated into a list of goods of direct con¬

cern to them and a target of no more than - say - 1.5% weighted average

price increase for the group nor 5% f°r any one commodity. In the
translated form it is also a perfectly operational (whether attainable
or not is a factual matter but the levels set are not implausible) tar¬

get for planning Operation, and evaluation use.

Certain Tanzania parastatals have set some non—investible

surplus targets and reported on results e.g. HBC on opening of sub-

branches, agencies, and rural mobile agency stops (over 150-in five
years against a pre—nationalization total of 30 odd), NMC in diversi—
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fication to support small scale horticulture (wine, pineapple and to¬
mato tinning, proposed further tinneries), National Textile Corpora¬
tion (NDC) in textile output and exports, the semi-rnachine cashew nut
processing operation; in output and employment level terms. All of these
are relevants service, linkage, income distribution, physical output,
and employment are among the areas which should appear in every paras—

tatals annual operating plan (budget) with precise targets and in its
annual report with evaluated results. Equally, these targets and re¬

sults require integration into the planning process as much as invest¬

ment, credit, and foreign exchange plans. That process - except for a

few parastatals and a few projects — has barely begun, though the need
for it is increasingly seen and accepted.

The use of foreign factors — capital, personnel, and
39

knowledge really requires a paper in itself. Briefly a few points
from Tanzanian experience include s

a. the availability of soft loan finance, e.g. via na¬

tional investment banks,from multiple sources (thus
reducing tying problems) reduces the need for high
cost foreign project capital (loan or equity) radi-

*

cally if adequate forward planning and negotiation
is carried out 5

b» the critical issue concerning foreign personnel use

is that there be built in mechanisms to phase it out

rapidly by on the job, on course, and general educa¬
tional system training of citizens § mechanisms which
can be secured and enforced if care is taken in ne¬

gotiation, control via the Board of Directors, perio¬
dic evaluation of results, and integration of man¬

power allocation and productive sector planning $
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c. the form of foreign manpower and knowledge procure¬

ment appropriate varies with local supplies, the im¬

portance of overseas markets and supplies, the degree
of generality (and general availability of knowlodg ;

and personnel skills needed, and the degree of initial
efficiency necessary» The greater the local capacity

(e.g. sawmilling vs fertilizer production), the more

critical local supplies and markets (e.g. textiles vs

corned beef), the less specialized and oligcpolized the
knowledge (e.g. shoes vs tyres), and the greater the
technical and financial tolerance allowable for initial

learning mistakes (e.g. tinning vs petroleum refining)
the less the appropriate purchase of foreign factors
and the more possible the use of specific hiring or

purchase contracts versus an overall technical, sales,

supply, or management agreement 5

d. the negotiation of agreements satisfactory to Tanza¬
nia depends on a clear understanding of ones own mi¬
nimum requiresments and maximum prices, of what has
been achieved elsewhere, and of the probable avai¬
lable inputs and minimum prices of the other party

(to determine where, if anywhere, the area of"mutual
acceptability lies)» Equally critical it require^ a

framework in which it is clear that the choice is bet¬

ween a tough negotiated contract and nothing, that
Tanzania will say no rather than lose control of the

venture, prejudice personnel training and knowledge

transfer, or pay too much (get too little). Finally
it requires,patience (to hold out for further gains),
flexibility (to trade small costs for larger gains),
judgement (as to when nothing much more can be gained
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and one must, decide whether to recommend approval or

call off the talks), and a firm belief that one is not
powerless but in a genuine bargaining position of give
and take with a real chance of doing better than in pre¬

vious agreements because ones collective knowledge, ex¬

perience, and bargaining power has grown ;

management (and similar) agreements should be for a

limited period (renewable if necessary), leave Board
of Directors powers over the general manager (managing
agent) as they would be in a normal company, include
definite training and knowledge transfer provisions

subject to regular progress reviews and Board review
and amendment, pay largely on results (increased out¬
put, profits, etc) not flat fees (except.to cover cer¬

tain out of pocket costs) or turnover percentages (un¬
less turnover is at least as important as, and more

within management control than, profit) ;

the total cost of any agreement is meaningful only in
relation to value received - a competent, high price
managing agent may be a much better bargain than a low

price, incompetent om, E.g. in 1966 and 1971 "tho managing
agents of Kilombero Sugar received about the same to¬
tal fees despite a contract review altering the basis
of payment from a lo,rge flat fee plus a per ton figure
to a small fiai fee, a higher per ton amount on tonna¬
ge in excess of a 30,000 base and a per cent of trading
profits. But in 1971 production was up by over 10,000
tons (about a third), citizenization had reduced ex¬

patriates frim over 60 to under 30, trading profit (on
a comparable basis) had gone from Shs. 6 million néga¬
tive to Shs. 5 million positive) - clearly the 1571 cost/
benefit ratio was infinitely preferable to the 1966 5
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g. the more policy oriented and general the post or the

study the greater the benefits of committed citizen

personnel or, as a. second best, individual expatria¬
tes within a national institution. This implies a

high priority for domestic institutions e.g. ins¬
titute of Finance Management, Audit Corporation,

Legal Corporation, proposed management consultancy

wing of IMÍ, and personnel development, e.g. Econo¬
mic Advisor to Treasury, Professor of Economics, in
these areas even though they are among the harder
ones to tackle effectively.

Efficiency as a goal for parastatal enterprises must be
linked to specification of all major targets and systematic evaluation
of results. Efficiency, after all, is defineable only in terms of how
far one ha.s progressed toward relevant (ones own) goals both absolu¬

tely, in relation to expectations, and at what price in terms of scarce

resources utilized. Unless profit is the only goal no complete evalua¬

tion of efficiency is possible in terms of profit alone ; unless inves-
tible surplus is not a critical goal, no relevant evaluation of effi¬

ciency can ignore it.

While also lute levels o-f efficiency are critical, changes
in them are at least equally so and must be known to put the last and

projected next results in context e.g. the cases of Tanzania. Sisal and
Kilombero Sugar cited above or the increase in National Milling profit
post tax from - say - Shs. 3»5 million for the private predecessors in
1967 to Shs. 14 million for MIC in 1970/?1 despite no price increase^,
significant wage increases, and diversification (including animal feed)
making a negative contribution to profit.

Targets - to be usable for evaluating ofdiciency — must
be based, on a realistic perception of what is possible (not what is

easy !) and over what time span (not always "jam tomorrow" !). For
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example TEC by 1972 will probably show a very small pre-tax surplus
on a turnover of' perhaps Shs. 80 million up from a pre—nationalization
loss of Shs. 25-30 million while NBC will show a pre-tax profit of over
Shs. 35 million up from Shs. 7»5-10 million for its predecessors. Without
further evaluation of what was and is possible these results do not tell

which has done better in efficiency terms nor what can be expected over

1973—78. They do suggest that NBC probably has more opportunities for
cost control and cost cutting because it has been under less pressure

to check every shilling of outflow, while TEC may be reaching the end
of the gains available from rationalization and more efficient resource

use within a basically static output and known technology. However, TEC
has improved some of its agro-technology (e.g. planting and cutting cy¬

cles, land selection, secondary crop utilization to spread overheads)
and has made breakthroughs to high profitability on a few estates, so

may be in a position to achive higher total and sisal turnover and a

high rate of return on incremental investment.

The implications of posing efficiency in these terms for
the planning process at all levels are fairly major :

a. each unit should prepare a total annual operating;

plan specifying major goals, inputs, and outputs
and providing comparative past results, tentative for¬
ward projections for two to five years, and clear ex¬

planations of how efficiency can be increased and what
the limits on such increases arc ;

b. these documents (together with equally serious reviews
of the immediate past year's actual outturn compared.

•.?v »

with the planned results) should be central "k° manage¬

ment, board, sectoral, and central planning ;

c. as a central portion of workers participation micro

data for and comments and evaluations of draft plans
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and results analysis should come from the Workers

Councils through their Executive Committees both to

thé Management and directly to the Board.

Participation is critical to efficiency in the Tanzànian
context for at least four reasons :

a. rapid increases in material incentives are not possi¬
ble consistent with high levels of investment and pu¬

blic service growth ; thus non-material incentives

including a genuine sense of participation in decision

influencing, taking, and implementing are critical ;

b. to a large extent efficiency depends on thousands of
small actions and decisions and can be raised in this

respect only if proposals, comprehension, and commit¬
ment are generalized - a result much more likely in a

participatory than a hierarchical context;

c. because Tanzania's transition to socialism depends

heavily on the morale, commitment, and efficiency of
a relatively privileged political — educational— civil
service. - managerial - technical elite, it is critical
to involve them with more typically placed workers both
to inform their outlook and to maintain a framework of

support and pressure for continued progress toward de¬

mocratic, eagalitarian, sociaiicm ;

d» Tanzania's party and leadership believe man is the end

purpose of production and socialism's basic justifi¬
cation is serving human beings - not the inverse - the

quality of life available to each Tanzanian is of cri¬
tical concern ; a non-participatory large productive
unit simply does net offer much in these terms to the

majority of its employees who will become more, not

less, alienated as material welfare and educational
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, levels increase over time and will increasingly un¬

favourably contract political participation with em¬

ployment regimentation.

If this overview of problems and cf techniques and ap¬

proaches to overcoming them seems sketchy, it is not. merely the re¬

sult of the limitations of space, the author, or Tanzanian experience.
Use of participa/tory, decentralized, public sector directly productive
institutions as a central element within a socialist or would be socia¬

list centra.,1 planning process in an initially exceedingly poor and

under-developed economy is an extreme illustration of Oskar Lange's

point "Socialism is a new economic system which is only in the making,

consequently its economic theory is only in the beginning. "^Tho re¬

search as well as the policy, implications and priorities of that view
are most positively summed up in President Nyerere's introduction to

Tanzania's Second Five Year Plan : "to plan is to choose, choose to
41

go forward." If public sector directly productive institutions are

to play a major and growing role in many African economies, then any

relevant and responsible academic or operating institution researoh

programme must choose to give them far more detailed attention at the

empirical, analytical, and case study - as well as the systhetic and
theoretical level — than has been the case to date. That is the

route forward for both knowledge and practice for the very simple
reason that applied knowledge through demonstrating What is necessary'
and how it can be nade possible is a necessary element in the enhance¬
ment of freedom and power.
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NOTES

1. "Economie Nationalism" in Uhuru na Umoja, Oxford University Press Par
es Salaam, 1968, p. 264.

2. Budget Speech 19719 Government Printer, Dar es Salaam, 1971»
3. The Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) has officially been commit¬

ted to socialism since the late 1950's 8ut policy from 1961 through
1966 was gradual and limited enough to suggest reading a moderate to
radical social democratic content into this commitment.

4. TSC acquired estates producing perhaps 80,000—90,000 tons of a national
total of 220,000. The balance consisted of 20,000 tons already govern¬
ment joint venture owned, 50,000 in. fairly stable and efficient groups,
and 60—70,000.tons in sub—marginal units viewed as not salvageable at
any acceptable cost o Without nationalization the majority of the ac¬
quired estates were likely to "mine" existing sisal without replanting
and come to a virtual cessation of production by 1975*

5. The latter were based on foreign exchange, domestic investment, and
appropriate actuarial table considerations and were overtaken by the
more far reaching February 1967 nationalization of all new insurance •
business.•

6. In Tanzania the two. were inseprable — elswhere e.g. Brazeil, Singapore
they are not. However, even a state as clearly non—socialist in overall
cutlook as Malaysia envisages massive public participation in directly
productive sector as critical to securing a rapid increase in national
(and especially majority community) ownership.

7. The Co Bank was subsequently marged into National Bank of Commerce
because commercial banking proved to have significant economies of scale
and significant diseconomies (from a credit policy point of view) of
fragmentation.

8. Medium sized private firms in manufacturing are still viewed as desirable
adjuncts to the central public sector and — through TDFL - receive at
least as much absolute volume of advice, analysis, and finance as before
1967. TDFL finance to them now usually takes the form of convertible
loans plus equity to facilitate their gradual transformation into pa-
rastatal units.

9. For a fuller exposition see R.H. Green "Economic Independence end Econo¬
mic Co-operations A Political Economic Model and Some Implications" in
D.Ghai (ed) Economic Independence and Economic Co-operation in Africa,
Oxford University Press, Nairobi, (I11 press) „

10. See Van ArkaxLie and Harvey papers in Ghai op cit. K. Griffin, Under¬
development In Spanish America. MIT, Cambridge, 19^9? Ch.IV.

11. This is especially true if a gradual transformation is - or is claimed
to be — attempted. See T. Szentes "Socialism and Status Quo", in Pro¬
ceedings I97O Conference Social Science Research Council Universities
of East Africa.

12. See G. Arrighi and V. Sa.ul, "Socialism and Economic Development In
Africa", Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol.6, No.2.

13. See D. Seers, "The Mechanism of An Open Petroleum Economy", Social and
Economic Studies, March 1964 a-nd. "The Transmission of Inequality", Hailie
Selassie I Prize Trust Conference, 1966.
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14» For a fuller exposition see R.H. Green "Political Independence and
the Rational Economy* an essay on the political economy of decoloni¬
zation" in C.H. Allen and R.W.Johnson (editors) African Perspectives,
Cambridge University Press, 1970 and Stages In Economic Developments

. Changes In the Structure of Production, Demand, and International Trade,
Bank of Sudan, Kartoumj 1968 D. Seers "The Stages of Economic Develop-
of a Primary Producer In the Middle of The Twentieth Century", Economic
Bulletin of Ghana;WO. 4* 1963 and "Wormal GroWth and Distortions; Some
Techniques of Structural Analysis", Oxford Economic Papers, March 1964.

15. The omissions are usually notably biased in favour of the projects but
by no means all ommisions strengthen the cases - one analysis in the
case of Tanzania both overstated net foreign exchange gains by 20$
by ignoring that the raw material'used was otherwise exported and also
understated them by 40/& by assuming that in the absence of local pro¬
duction imports would be from low cost sources not East African Common
Market partners.

16. Tanzania has rather detailed and effective income policy described
in R.H. Green, "Income Distribution Policy" (mimeo •) an expanded ver¬
sion of which will appear in the series of the Economic Research Bu¬
reau, University of Dar es Salaam.

17. See for example S.H. Hymer, "The Efficiency (Contradictions) of Mul¬
tinational Corporation"5 American Economic Review, Kay 1970 and Ann
Seidman, "Foreign Funds and Self-Reliant Development: Some Lessons
From the East African Experience". IDEP "Uses of Foreign Funds"
Seminar 1972.

18. The result, predictably, is that the whole concept of participation
is in danger of becoming discredited and that worker representatives -

sensing the basic fraudulence of the schemes - either are bought off
or use their nuisance value to extract marginal concessions with a
maximum of bother and minimum of net gain to anyone.

19. The danger of providing guaranteed consultancy, .management, market,
and supply gains to a private "entrepreneur", who risks no significant
capital is a widespread one. The minority equity investor often covers
his investment by overpricing machinery and has a services package
guaranteeing him profits whatever happens to the productive unit.

20. One side effect was to set back serious agricultural applied research
in central Tanzania. Wew work there - significantly under the aus¬
pices of an agency not at all involved in the groundnut fiasco -

suggest that opportunities were missed in the 1960's because the me¬
mory of the groundnut failure prejudiced all proposals for agricul¬
tural investment in the area surrounding Kilosa.

21. In 1966 only two university graduates were allocated to parastatals
other than the Bank of Tanzania. With the Arusha Declaration policy
shiff the number rose to over 50 in 1967 and over 125 in 1971 -

22.a See Uhuru na Umoja, op cit.
22jb Kilombero Sugar - acquired from development agency shareholders when

they sought an increased annual subsidy to allow dividends. Wow,
operating without subsidy and at a modest profit.

23. A combined takeover of a successful mill and a near bankrupt one with
heavy refloating finance from the shareholders of the letter plus
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additional semi-soft foreign government reeqúipping credits. If the
combined operation is successful the two mills will de facto be bought
the weaker, expanded and. rebuilt from their own cash flow.

24a. By organizing parastatal - private joint ventures and by taking shares
and convertible debentures in initially private firms, TDFL helps create
channels for orderly shifting of firms to public sector ownership at a
later date.

24b. One or two exceptions exist e.g. a partnership limited by guarantee in
thé sisal export marketing field.

25* The more competent the management, the better the data flow to the
Board, both automatically and in response to queries. A Board can much
more easily supervise, advise, and assist a good management to be better
than remedy the déficiences of a poor one.

26a. Workers have tended to concentrate on learning about their firms and on
challenging arrogant and demeaning treatment by managers not on demands
for radical wage increases or salary cuts. In several cases they have
initiated serious discussions on how to raise producitivity e.g. in the
bus company. Management has -predictably- tended to be very hesitant
and uncertain as to how to proceed substantively with a resulting formal
and functional slowness that is in danger of being taken as (or of be¬
coming) onstructionism.

26b. The Treasury has issued at most three directives over 1967-72, precisely
because it has used other channels for securing (if necessary by indi¬
cating that changes would be acheived by whatever steps necessary but
that an agreed format was preferred) alterations when it beleived finan¬
cial parastatal actions to be conflicting with the national jjolicy frame¬

work.

27. The 1972 allocations secured an increased share of total investment allo¬
cated to directly productive activity and within that emphasis on se¬
lected domestic supply bottleneck, export potential, and high investible
surplus generating projects, compared to previous years. While less
clearly organized than they might have been they probably did acheive
a b asically acceptable level of coherent investment allocation in accor¬
dance with understood national criteria.

28. Better parastatal project analysis formats than those actually used have
been available for two years. Further the policy and project descrip¬
tive memos supporting statistical data are often far poorer than would
be possible given the quality and quantity of the data they theoritically
summarize.

29» 1972 has been lower because decentralization of many central government
functions to its regional units created special central government re¬
quirements, quite properly calling for a short term shift in balance of
allocations.

30. Unless such control is exercised competitive bidding and promotions waste
time and raise costs while contributing nothing to total high level
manpower supplies or the appropriateness of individuals to the jobs they
hold.
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31. Several have been sent hack with specific instructions as to revisions
to he sought.

32. The control is at factory level and freezes the ex-factory price at
the. pre-duty change list until and.unless cost increases, beyond savings
resulting from the duty -changeis allowing a greater volume of sales,

* are demonstrated.

33. Again data formats exist but when applicants repeatedly fail to com¬
plete them properly, a state of pressure to take some decision often
does arise even though this amounts to giving public assistance with¬
out the applicant truly justifying his claims.

34. This is especially true in the case of data built up by questionnaire
surveys where a few .misunderstood or missing answers can render a key

macro result meaningless. One misreporting and two gaps in the 1970
Tanzania fixed capital formation survey nearly led to publication of
figures Shs. 300 million or 15$ too low - all as it happens in the
parastatal sector. The error was caught by observation of the odd
"fall" in investment despite railway construction startup and two
major plants' main construction - on. checking all three were found to
haye been missed.

35- This "academic" explanation, at least in the case of Tanzania, seems
more relevant than bureaucratic inertia. The civil- Service machine
does carry out and rountinize new procedures, if and only if, senior
personnel take a lead and show sustained interest .in the..res.ul.ts. »

36. Socialist economic literature in general is hard to learn of, much
less secure, in Africa. A positive effort both by African iniversities
and user departments and by socialist universities and embassies
appears urgently needed.

37» Of R. Turvey (ed) Public Enterprise, Penguin, Harnondsworth, 1968 for
an above average survey and introduction.

37b. Because of the tendency for import prices to fall in the face of do¬
mestic competition - sometimes, especially when backed by ill analyzed
export incentives as in the cases of Indian and Pakistan textiles,
to levels well below marginal cost- there is often a case for utili¬
zing preventitive tarrifs plus a price control mechanism at factory

I level to ensure that domestic prices are held to levels allowing full
capacity output, choking off imports as intended, and/'-fchroush snrc-ding

Í fixed costs, which, in this context usually include clnost all wages)
increased firm viability*

38a. Doubtless learning period costs are higher - and thus unit costs
should fall as learning proceeds^ doubtless dumping against new plant
(perhaps, more accurately, reduction of oligopoly prices to non-pro¬
ducers'.) is common - the danger is that other costs which are far more
controllable will he explained away. It is, unfortunately, easier to
ask for a price or tariff increase than to seek out and achieve cost
reduction. The moral is that such assistance should not be granted
unless and until serious cost reduction possibility investigation has
been carried out and appropriate measures at least begun.
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38b. Fairly good guesses can be made as to the domestic resource
cost of producing additional exports, the share of wages
spent on scarce resources plus related additional public
consumption, and the loss from higher vacancy rates of addi¬
tional use of skilled manpower - 125? 75? 133 appear plausible
shadow prices for foreign exchange, unskilled labour, skilled
personnel in Tanzania. Great exactitude is not required5 a
rough indication of how sensitive a project is to such weight¬
ing is, however, potentially important.

38c. Small growers sell, to itinerant buyers - despite regulations
to the contrary - because it is, apparently, not worth their
time to travel to markets. Either co-operation among farmers
in an area or Ujamaa Village or ranching association pooling
of selling should help reduce this drain on grower incomes —
as might more frequent or more distributed primary purchase
markets.

39» See e.g. T. Szentes, "Socie-Economic Effects Of Two Patterns
Of Foreign Capital Investments" and R.H. Green, "Foreign
Resources And The Parastatal Sector In A Transition To Socia¬
lism", IDEP, Seminar "The Use of Foreign Funds", 1972»

40. Political Economy of Socialism, Social Change Series 16,
Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, 1969•

41. Government Printer, Dar es Salaam, 19&9»


